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A STUDY IN I NDIVIDUALIZED R.M..DING WI'l'H 
NINE- AND TEN-Y~AR-OLD PUPILS 
·Thesis Directed by: Dr . Hulda Groesbeck 
The purpose of this study was to meas ure the eff ective~ess of 
individualized reading with a group of nine- and t en-year - old pupils . 
The study was carried out in the F'ort Hays Kansas Stat e College QUm.mer 
Laboratory 0chool . ~ubj ects participating in the study were t wenty-one 
nine - and ten-year-old pupils enrolled in the labor atory school . 
In:L tial and final reading tests were administered to determine 
(1) the approximate initial reading stat us of each pupil and (2) growth 
in reading skills occurring during _the period of inst r uction . Throughout 
the f i ve-weeks period continuous evaluative and diagnostic techniques 
were employed to secure data f or improvement of instructional procedures 
as well as to evaluate pupil progress. Instruments used in compiling 
these data were (1) teachers' records, (2) pupils' records , (3) pupiLs' 
questionnaires , (4) t eachers' obser vations, 5) teacher-made tests , 
( 6 ) standardized tests , - ( 7) parents I questionnaires , aJ1.d ( 8) student 
teachers' evaluations, 
Reading instruction was provided in t wenty f ifty-minute periods 
extending over the five-weeks session. Reading materials were selected· 
by each pupil to meet his interests and pur poses and progress was paced 
to his r ate of learning. The instructional techniques employed and the 
learning experiences provided were varied and were designed t o meet 
individual and gr oup needs and interests. The t eacher met with pupils 
individually at least twice each week. Groups were formed for activities 
and_ instruction as common needs and interest s developed and functioned 
until goals were attained. 
Instruments used in evaluating pupils' reading skills, interests , 
and attitudes revealed the following . 
1. A mean gain of 1 .2 months was achieved in reading ability. 
Gains or one month to fourteen months were achieved by 65 per cent of 
the pupils in comprehension ability and by 40 per cent of t he pupils in 
vocabulary. Greatest gains were in retention, interpretati on, and 
appreciation. No increase in mean scor es occurred in organization and 
vocabulary skill s. 
2. Incr eased maturity in the use 01· language skills in both 
speaking and writing were noted . 
3. During the five weeks 365 books were read by the twenty- one 
pupils. The greatest number read by a pupil was fift y and the least 
number was three . 
4. Attitudes toward r eading improved, inter ests became broader, · 
and more discrimination in the selection of books was shown by these 
pupils. 
5. Pupils. ', parents', and s tudent teachers I reactions to the 
absence of fixed ability grouping for reading were favorable . 
The following recommendations are suggested by tt-ri.s investigation . 
1 . That classroom teachers move in the direction or more indi-
vidualization of instruction, proceeding carefully and thoughtfully after 
a thorough study of the philosophy of t he program and of the procedur es 
involved. 
2. That classroom teachers using· the i ndi viduali zed appr oach in 
reading should have a thorough lmowledge of developmental readi ng skills 
and should continuously check, teach, and reinf orce these ski lls as 
needed. 
J. That cl assroom teachers seek ways of hel ping pupils become 
aware of t heir voca bulary needs and 01' ways at i mpr oving in this area. 
4. That f ur ther studies be conducted in whi ch instruction i s 
provided for a longer period of t i me and wit h greater emphasis upon the 
building of vocabulary skill s. 
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Individualized reading, as an approach to learning, is not new. 
For many years teachers have been concerned with the individual differ -
ences of their students and have tried to reach them by provi ding a 
large variety of l earning experiences. With overcrowded classr ooms this 
has become difficult. Teachers, who are convinced that it is important, 
have found ways to approach reading in an individual manner. Studies 
and experiments in the individualization of reading have been carried 
out throughout the nation. The individualized method has gai ned respect 
as it has demonstrated that it allows reading instruction to become what 
it should be, an individual matter. 
PURPOSE OF THE S WDY 
The purpose of this study was to measure the effectiveness of 
individualized reading with a group of nine- and ten-year-old pupils. 
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 
Our democratic society has developed a school system which 
entitles every child to an education regardless of creed, race, and 
religion. This is a tremendous and impor tant task which requires 
persons of high professional quality who can provide f or individual 
differences. 
Individualized reading, with its unique contribution of self-
select ion is a new concept on the educational horizon . Ability 
grouping and basal r eaders are decades old ••• Although reading 
achievement is improving in t his count ry, it is not improving 
enough: and the blame i'or this meager growth rests on those who, 
perhaps knowing no better, have led children to read books and 
other materials which are remote f rom their purpose . A new and 
different method of' teaching reading is needed to replace the 
outmoded and basic reader programs now in vo gue in our schools. l 
The individualized reading approach came as a reaction against 
2 
the traditional groupings, which can create a stigma f or the slow learners, 
and as an attempt to meet the demand of t he rapi d learners for good books . 
Another influential f actor was the recognition of the failure oi' many 
girls and boys to develop a love f'or reading . Modern proponents oi' indi-
vidualized reading believe t his approach will create a gr eater interest 
in reading. 
Many in-service teachers are dissatisfied with the reading as 
taught with the basal readers. They are interested in the individualized 
reading approach and question its practicabi lity in a typical classroom. 
The Summer Laboratory School in which this study was conducted 
provided immediate opportunities for student teachers to observe and 
participate in the program. This participation enabled these students to 
have direct experiences with a teacher who gave ser i ous study to the 
problem 0 1" setting up and working through a..n individualized reading pro-
gram. The t eacher f elt the study wo ul d provide inf ormation and data to 
t hose in-service teachers who are interested in developing individualized 
reading programs. 
lJeannette Veatch, Individualizing Your Reading Program (New York : 
G. P. Putnam's Sons), pp. 10-11. 
LIMITATIONS OF Tiffi STUDY 
There are many methods and varied procedures for meeting indi-
vidualized differences in reading but this study dealt only with the 
method known as individualized reading. 
The study was confined to a group of nine- and ten-year-old 
pupils for a period of five weeks. 
The writer was the teacher of the nine- and ten-year old pupils. 
DEFINITION OF TERMS 
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Individualized reading. Individualized reading is both ideational 
and organizational. It is a way of thinking about the place of reading 
in the total curriculum and about the materials and methods used, and 
about the child's developmental needs. It permits a child to choose 
from a variety of materials on the basis of his own interests, abilities, 
and purposes, and permits the child to read at his own comfortable rate 
of speed. It is a plan of instruction in which teachers assess with the 
individual child the strengths and weaknesses of his current performance 
in reading. Settings are provided that permit the child and the teacher 
to evaluate and concentrate on the individual child 1s silent and oral 
reading skills, his interests in books, and his attitude toward reading. 
Records are kept, both by teacher and pupil, on the amount of material 
read, skills and abilities developed, and the general direction in which 
the child is moving in his reading accomplishments. 
Basal reader. Basal reader is the term applied to the textbook 
used in instructing pupils in a sequential skill developmental program. 
Trade books. Trade books are books designed i'or the general 
bookstore and library market rather than for textbook use . 
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Seu·-selection . 't5el1·-selection allows the chil d to sel.ect his 
reading materials on the basis of his interests, abib.ties, and purposes 
and allows him to read at his own com1·ortable rate of speed. 
Personalized reading instruction . In personalized reading 
instruction the child is given f ormal instruction in reading ski lls , 
a careful record is kept of both his progr ess and the material on which 
he is working, ·and the child meets with the teac her individually at 
scheduled periods to check his progTess. 
Lock-step. Lock-step means t hat al.l pupils in a ciass are expected 
to move forward at the same rate in the same book, mastering the s~me 
amount of material to the same degr ee of thoroughness . 
Pacing . Pacing is the term used when a child selects his mm 
reading material. and moves through it at his own comf ortable rate of 
speed. 
oharing . Sharing is the term used to describe activities in 
which the pupils presented to others materials and i deas developed f rom 
their reading o 
CHAP'IER. II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERA TURE ON INDIVIDUALIZED READING 
AN OVERVIEW OF INDIVIDUALIZED READING 
The concept of meeting indivi dual needs i s not new . This concept 
has been with us since the days of Comenius in the ear l y sixteen- hundreds 
when he urged"• •• education at each stage shoul d be adapted t o t he age 
and capacities of the child," and wi t h t he publication of Rousseau 's 
Emile in 1762. Pestalozz i urged attention to individual di ffe r ences and 
pointed out methods of achieving this aim in his f amous best seller , 
Leonard and Gertude. For three and a half centuries the mas t ers have 
been telling us that we should strive to meet the indivi dual needs of 
children.l 
When reading instruction was first provided f or children i t was 
taught exclusively on the individual basis. The child was t aught as an 
individual by a scribe, a priest, a tutor, or some member of his f amily . 
Even in our early "dame schools" in America , each child was taught i ndi-
vidually and progressed at his own rate. 
When mass education was extended to al l childr en it became 
necessary for one teacher to teach a large group of pupils. I n meeting 
this problem the monitorial system, imported from England, was hailed 
as an excellent solution and was widely adopted.2 The f irst monitorial 
lNila Blanton Smith, "Individualized Instruction: Concepts Old and 
New," Education, LXXXI (May, 1961), .527. 
2NiJ.a Blanton Smith, "Classroom Organization: An Age-Old Problem 
with New Slants," The Reading Teacher, XI (December, 1957), 73. 
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school in the United States was opened in 1806 in New York City. The 
system spread rapidly over much of the eastern part of the United States . 
In many cities the first free schools established were monitorial.3 
According to this plan one teacher was i n charge of perhaps seventy-five 
or one hundred pupils. This l ar ger group was divided into smaller 
groups usually of nine pupils each, and each of these smaller groups was 
taught by a monitor.4 Although the plan had many long-range beneficial 
effects its basic faults were fatal to it. The goals of instruction that 
could be attained by the monitorial plan were, at best, very limited, and 
cheapness, not excellence, was its maj or justification.5 
The next and most f ar-reaching influence in the classroom organ-
ization was the publicati on of the McGuffey Readers between the years of 
1836 and 1844. McGuffey was the first author to produce a clearly-defined 
graded series of r eaders with one reader f or each of the six grades.6 
During the second half of then· eteenth century, the classifi-
cation of pupils into grades became accepted practice . Educators soon 
became concerned with the r i gidity and inflexibility imposed by the graded 
structure. About 1890, there appeared a number of plans and systems 
intended to promote the individualization of instruction. Some city 
3Phil E. Hager, "Nineteenth Century Ex:periment with Moniforial 
Teaching," Phi Delta Kappan, XL (January, 1959 ), 167. 
4smith, "Classroom Organization: An Age-Old Problem with New Slants," 
loc. cit. 
5Robert H. Anderson, "Organizing Groups for Instruction," Indi-
vidualizing I nstruction, The Sixty-first Yearbook of the National Society 
for t he Study of Education, Part I (Chicago: The National Society for 
the Study of Education, 1962), p. 241. 
6smith, "Classroom Organization: An Age-Old Problem with New Slants," 
loc. cit. 
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systems attempted semiannual or quarterly promotion plans to provide more 
flexibility in grading.? 
The first voice in America raised loudly in protest against class 
lock-step methods of teaching and in earnest advocacy of completely indi-
vidual progress was that of Preston Search.a While superintendent of 
schools in Pueblo, Colorado , Search emphasized individual work and indi-
vidual progress, as opposed to group work and group progress, and worked 
to eliminate the concept of nonpromotion.9 Frederic Burk, with the help 
of Mary Ward, in 1912 and 1913 started the p:resent movement to individualize 
school work. In the elementary school of the San Francisco State Normal 
School, Burk developed the first definite technique of individual instruction 
and promotion. His "self-instruct ion bulletins" spread all over the 
United States and to many f oreign countries. Burk's school was visited 
by educators from all parts of the world. His ''Monograph C11 , published 
in 1915, showing the statistical resul of two years of indivi dual work 
was widely read and reviewed. Teachers who trained under Burk carried 
his methods into rural and village schools and modified the clas sroom 
procedure in their city school classes.10 
Even bef ore the days of accurate measurement in education, it was 
obvious that the schools were failing to adapt themselves to some indi-
viduals. Another plan, involving an assistant teacher to help in an 
?Anderson, loc. cit. 
811Burk 's Individual System," Adapting the Schools to Indivi dual 
Differences, The Twenty-Fourth Yearbook of the National Society for the 
Study of Education, Part II (Bloomington, Illinois: Public School Pub-
lishing Company, 1925), P• 59. 
9Anderson, lac. cit. 
lOnBurk's Individual System," loc. cit. 
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overpopulated classroom, emerged in Batavia, New York in 1898 and was 
used in Batavia and elsewhere in various forms for about thirty years.11 
Essentially this plan was a method of coaching and encouraging the 
laggards, of keeping them up with the rest of the class. An extra teacher 
was usually assigned to this duty.12 More recently, the idea of having 
an assistant teacher has reappeared, not only in connection with class-
room overcrowding but also as a means f or the training and induction of 
new teachers.13 
Toward the turn of the century s ome school systems had begun t o 
provide different programs, or the same program on different time 
schedules f or slow, average, or gifted children. Homogenous grouping, 
at first crudely arranged, became fairly common as an attempt to simplify 
the teacher 's job in meeting the needs of children with varying abilities . 
Among the most famous plans of organization was the work-stucly-
play "platoon school" as developed in 1 00 by W. A. Wirt at Gary, Indiana . 
Pupils were divided into two platoons and classes were scheduled so that 
one platoon studied academic subjects in homerooms while the other platoon 
engaged in "activities" (art, music, physical education, auditorium, 
library, nature study, home economics, manual arts) in rooms appropriate 
f or them. The plan permitted economical use of the school facilities, 
although its main purpose was to insure proportionate emphasis upon the 
three major aspects of child living (work, study, and play. )14 The idea 
llAnderson, loc. cit . 
12 11Burk 1s Individual System,tt op. cit., p. 32. 
13Anderson, loc. cit. 
14Anderson, op. cit., pp. 241- 242 . 
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that children could be classified in homo genous groups of approximately 
the same age levels and the same general ability levels dominated the 
instructional organization of our classroom dur.i.ng the early years of 
the twentieth century. It was not until the measurement movement in the 
1920 1s began to produce evidence concerning the differences in native 
capacities and achievement of children that doubts concerning the 
validity of this concept arose.15 
Then came the startling news of experimentation in individualized 
instruction which was being carried out in a few places . The most notabl e 
plans of individualized instruction introduced at this time were the 
Winnetka Plan and the Dalton Plan.16 Carleton W. Washburne, at one time 
an associate of Burks', directed the Winnetka t echni que of individual 
education as written in the "Monograph C11 recommendations in a public 
school system. In the Winnetka t ecbnique, time rather than quality was 
varied. In other words, a child could take as much time as he needed to 
master a skill, but he had to master it. Some of the things the teacher 
did under this system read very much like the so-called new i deas urgea 
under the current drive toward individualized reading.17 The teacher, 
under this plan, spends her whole time t eaching, not listening t o recita-
tions. She helps an individual here or a group there; she encourages and 
supervises. She is about among her students as they work, not at her desk.18 
15aerald .A . Yoakam, "Providing for the Individual Reading Needs of 
Children, 11 The Education Di gest, XX (October, 1954), 47. 
16smith, 11 Classroom Organization: An Age-Old Problem with New Slants," 
loc. cit. 
17Russell Stauffer, "Individualized Reading Instructions - A Backward 
Look," Elementary English, LU:VI (May, 1959), 337. 
l811Burk's Individual System," op. cit., p. 80. 
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Thus, the Winnetka Plan not only allowed f or fl exibility of time but 
also f or different interests and abilities as the curr iculum was adapted 
to individual differences.19 Although the Winnetka Plan has had great 
inf luence upon other eff orts to individualize instruction and combat the 
lock-step graded system and philosophy, it has undergone cons iderabl e 
modif ication over the years.20 
At the time Washburne was i naugur ating t he Wi nnetka Pl an, Hel en 
Par khurst started another f orm of individual instruction known as t he 
Dalton Plan. Mis s Parkhurst said t hat her plan was a sociological rather 
than a curriculum experiment. Its aim was t o keep school l i f e f r om becoming 
mechanical by socializing the school. I t was a vehi cle for t he curricul um 
and concentrated more on the l ife of the s chool . 21 The gui di ng princi ples 
included the f r eedom of the children t o pursue i nter es ts on t heir own 
t erms, the worthines s of community livi ng , and the budgeting or apportion-
ment of time for the tasks which wer e o be compl e t ed . 22 The pl an ' s bas ic 
philosophy was to have pupils function as i ndi vi dual members of a s ocial 
community. The Dalton Pl an was applicable only t o tha t part of the 
s chool star ting with the f ourth grade . It was assumed tha t students of 
that age had sufficient command over the t ool subjects t o work i nde-
pendently and easily . The plan aimed to combine class work but mos t 
important was the training it gave pupils to handl e a j ob, t o manage time, 
and to plan work. 23 
19stauf fer, loc. cit. -- --
20Anderson:, op. cit., P• 242. 
2lstauff er, loc. cit. -- --
22Anderson, op. cit., pp. 242-243-
23s tauffer, op. cit., pp. 337-338. 
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Even though much of the research currently available on human 
growth and development had not yet been done, certain pri.nciples emerged 
that were and still are impor tant for education. These principles are: 
1. No group has yet been found in which the individuals composing 
it possess equal amounts of any one ability. 
2. Performances vary so greatly as to indicate that no single 
requirement i s adequate as a stimulus to a majority of the group. 
3. To study the development of a learning proces s it i s absurd 
to set up as a standard a definite quantity of performance and expect 
each member of the group to accomplish just that amount and no 
other.24 
The individualized reading program which gained recognition in 
the 1950 1s is different from the individual instruction which was subject-
matter orientated, and each child was gi ven subject-matter assignments 
which he was permitted to complete as fast as he could. The present 
plan is child-psychology oriented, utilizing particularly Dr. Willard 
Olson's theory of seeking, self-selection and pacing. Thus the child 
seeks out and chooses the book he desires to read and paces himsel f .25 
An examination of the literature in an attempt t o determine the 
beginning of the currently increased interest in the personalized reading 
program labels it as a product of the 1950 1s. 26 But as f ar back as the 
early t wenties one could have found teachers like Jean Betzner and 
Mildred Batchelder in the Horace Mann School of Teachers College , Columbia 
24 11Burk's Individual System," op. cit., p. 6 . 
25Smith, "Individualized Instruction: Concepts Old and New," 
op. cit., p. 529. 
26walter B. Barbe, Educator's Guide~~ ~ersonalized Reading Instruc-
tion (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice Hall, Inc., 1961), pp . 9-10. 
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University, New York City, instructing children individually in reading . 
The Nassau School in East Orange, New Jersey, under the leadership of 
Dewilt Boney as principal, and the Maury School in Richmond, Virginia , 
where Etta Rose Bailey has exercised similar leadership, are two schools 
in which individualized teaching of reading has continued f or at l eas t 
the past - twenty years . Leland B. Jacobs wor ked out his plan f or indi-
vidualized reading instruction when he was an upper- gr ade teacher i n 
Michigan more than twenty year s ago. Other teachers throughout t he country 
have been"quietly experirnenting with a truly individual approach t o help-
ing children progress in r eading skill . Some have been i nfluenced by 
such teachers as Roma Gans a t Teacher College, Columbi a Univer sity . Ot hers 
have been influenced by Willard Ol s on' s di scussion of children 's gr owth 
pat terns by their seeking, self -sel ecti on, and pacing in hi s book entitl ed 
Child Development, publicized in t he l ate f orti es. An infl uence in Cali-
fornia has been the Claremont Confer ence on Reading. In New York City 
May Lazar has been giving strong leadership in t he direction of individualized 
reading.27 Jeannette Veatch 's book Indivi dual izing Your Reading Program, 
published in 1959, was the firs t book on individualized reading instruction . 
Walter B. Barbe 's book entitled, Educator' s Guide t o Personalized Reading 
Instruction was published in 1961. Starting slowl y in the early 1950' s 
the professional literature has gi ven mor e attention to the pers onali zed 
or individualized method of teaching reading until now there is hardly 
an issue of a journal in elementary education which does not car ry 
27Alice Miel (ed.), Individualizing Reading Pr act ices (Practical 
Suggestions for Teaching, No. 14, New York : Bureau of Publications , 
Teachers College, Columbia University, 195'8), pp. v-vi. 
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accounts of another program of personalized or individualized reading 
instruction.28 The increased interes t in individualized r eading is 
evidenced by Sam Duker's article in the March, 1963J El ementary English 
in which he listed thirty-four theses written in twenty-five colleges 
located in fourteen states . Twenty-five of these theses have been written 
since 1959 and f i ve were written prior to that period.29 There are 
several doctoral studies now in progres s . These vary in des i gn from 
survey type to controlled experimentation. 
In a democracy we believe that each hu.man being is unique and 
should have an opportunity to develop to his highest potential. 
Jeannette Veatch pointed out that individualized reading with its unique 
contribution of self-selection is a new concept on the educational horizon. 
The philosophical difference between individualized reading and a basal 
program is that in an individualized program the personal interest of the 
child is engaged before he is t aught .JO 
Walter Barbe stated that the major goal of the personalized reading 
program is not based on t he fact that children are failing to read. Nor 
is this the reason for devel oping it as a method of teaching reading. 
Even though children are l earning to read, in many instances they are not 
developing the love of reading which is essential i f they are to continue 
through life using the skills which they have l earned.31 
28Barbe, op. cit., P• 10. 
29sam Duker, 11Mas ter I s Studies of Individualized Reading," Elementary 
English, XL (March, 1963), 280. 
30Jeannette Veatch, Individualizing Your Reading Program (New York: 
G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1959), p. 10. 
31Barbe, op. cit., p. 2. 
Reading is fundamentally an individual skill and, as such, can best 
be learned when instructions most nearly meet the individual's needs. This 
process does not eliminate all group procedures ; instead it increases the 
number of groups. It necessitates that groups be flexible, temporary, 
and formed for teaching a particular skill or sharing ideas gained from 
reading.32 
Lazar said this about the individualized reading approach: 
The term 'approach' here is considered in its broadest sense-
as a way of thinking about reading; an attitude t oward reading and 
not as a single method or technique. Individualized reading is 
based on thinking which involves modification of concepts and the 
development of new concepts, not only with r espect to class 
organization, techniques and materials, but al s o to the child ' s 
developmental needs as well.33 
Willard Olson has established the concepts upon which the indi-
vidualized reading program is based . Olson recognized that all l earning 
is really a process of self-selection. The l earner is continuousl y 
seeking from the environment and selecting the experiences which meet 
his need at the particular moment . As those in environment provide the 
learner with materials, situations, encouragement and approval, he 
continues to develop. Through their care f or him and their planning f or 
situations which will provide conditions for growth they pace the 
learner's seeking and selecting.34 
32Jill Bonny and Levin B. Hani gan, "Individualize Teaching of 
Reading," The National Elementary Principal, XXXV (September, 1955), 76. 
33May Lazar (ed.), A Practical Guide to Individualized Reading 
Publication No. 40 (New York: Board of Education, City of New York, 
Bureau of Educational Research, 1960), p. 1. 
34Willard Olson, "Seeking, Self-selection, and Pacing in the Use 
of Books by Children," Reprinted from the Spring, 1952 Packet (Boston: 
D. c. Heath and Company, 1952), 3-10. 
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Basic t o the success of an individualized reading program is the 
philosophy that children should l earn to assume considerabl e self-
direction and self-control as they mature. Only when the pupils in a 
class have developed to the point where they can r ead and work i ndepen-
dently for short periods without constant direct supervision by the teacher, 
can this program have any chance f or success . Individualized reading 
may be initia ted in any grade , from one to six, when this situation has 
been realized .35 
PROCEDURES UTILIZED IN INDIVIDUALIZED READING 
The individualized reading program is organized so that all pupils 
read independently rather than in regular r eading groups . Trade books 
chosen by the pupils are the basic reading materials . Sel f - sel ection of 
books is a key feature of individualized reading. Each pupil reads at 
his own pace and keeps a record i n his otebook of the books he reads . 
Evans suggested that after the pupils are oriented to the program 
and understand that they are to have a book of their own choice in their 
pos session at all times, the following activities may be carried out 
during the reading period: 
1. Individual conferences, averaging five minutes, are held 
between the teacher and the child. At this time the student's 
reading list i s checked to note progress and some of the books are 
discussed. 'Ihe child may read orally t o the teacher and any diffi-
culties can be corrected. A comprehension check is of ten made . 
A notebook sheet or card i s kept f or each pupil so that progr ess and 
deficiencies can be noted by the teacher during or immediately 
after t he conference. Hel p may be given in the selection of books 
suitable to the child 1 s reading l evel and interests . 
3.?Dean N. Evans, 11An Individualized Reading Pro gram f or the El ementary 
School, 11 Elementary School Journal, LIV (November, 1953), 157. 
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2. When not in conference or otherwise engaged, the child r eads 
independently at his seat or selects a new book f rom the shelf. 
3. Teaching sessions with small, flexible groups are held from 
time to time to teach skills. '.Ihe composition of these groups depends 
upon the teacher's conference notes, diagnostic reading test data, 
and observations. 
~-• Some of the earlier writers suggested occasional use of basal 
readers for skill and basic vocabulary teaching. However, mos t 
present-day advocates are violently opposed to any use of the 
basal, which is criticized as too 'dull and r estrictive.' 
5. Short periods are s et aside f or the sharing of r eading 
experiences among the members of the class. Motivation for futur e 
reading takes place here. 
6. Some children will work on t heir reading lis ts in their note-
books or will be a dding words to t heir vocabulary lis t s. 
7. Creative wo r k growing out of common reading experiences may 
be going on in small groups. For example, s ome children may be 
preparing a play.36 
Certain misconceptions about indi vi dualizi ng r eading gui dance need 
to be avoided, else what is bas ically a crea t i ve , ins i ght ful approach t o 
children in their self-development in r eading becomes merely a mechanical, 
rate performance of perfunctory details . Lel and B. Jacobs point ed out: 
1 . Indivi dualized r eading is not a singl e method, with pre-
determined steps in pr ocedure to be followed . 
2. Individualized r eading i s not a guar antee of the alleviati ons 
for either the child or t he teacher , of all the probl ems and 
pressures i n reading instructions. 
3. Individualized r eading does not eliminate gr oup readi ng . 
-4. Individualized reading does not support a l ai ssez- f ai r e 
attitude toward instr uction in which the child merel y does what he 
wants to do because he want s to do it . 
36Dean N. Evans, 11 Individualized Readi ng-Myths and Facts ," 
Elementary English, XXXIX (October, 1962), 580. 
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5. Indivi duali zed reading i s no panacea f or al l the ills of 
teaching reading.37 
Beverl y Hos t elter pointed out that the t eacher is the key to the 
success of an individualized reading program in the following statements. 
· t1An individualized reading program needs an interested, intelligent 
efficient, flexible teacher . The teacher should have a lmowledge of the 
entire range of teaching reading and be enthusiastic for books. 1138 
ADVAN TAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF INDIVIDUALIZED READING 
A psychologically powerful quality of individualized readi~g is ·the 
fact that it starts with the child. One of the most promising develop-
ments in education today is the trend toward a ccepting the l earner where 
he i s and hel ping him take the next step .39 It capitalizes on his normal, 
heal thy drive to expl ore his environment . From this environment the 
chil d seeks those experiences that ar e consistent with his maturity and 
his needs . Thi s supports the contention, since children grow at widely 
varying rates, that it is impossible to say when a gi ven boy or gi rl will 
be ready f or a particular reading experience. Rather , his developmental 
pattern will be found on a continuum or range of growth toward maturity .4O 
37Leland B. Jacobs , "Individualizing Reading Is not a Thingl 11 
Individual izing Reading P'I'actices, Alice Miel, editor (Practical 
Suggestions for Teaching, No . 14. New York: Bureau of Publications, 
Teachers College, Col umbia University, 1958), pp. 4-5. 
38Beverly Hostel ter, 11What Does Individualized Reading Mean to You? 11 
Elementary English, XXXDC (March, 1962), 265 . 
39A. N. Posner, "Individual ized Reading," Education, LXXXII 
;(November , 1961 ) , 183 . 
4OHarold G. Shane, Mary E. Reddi n, and Margaret C. Gillispie, 
Beginning Language Arts Instruction wi th Children (Columbus, Ohio: 
Charl es E. Mer rill Book, I nc., 1961)~ 195 . 
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Schwart zberg p0inted out: 
'Ihe individualized reading progra,~ has proved successful in a wide 
vari et y of classrooms. It has been successful because it has brought 
about a basic reorienta t ion of vi ewpoint. Instead of concerning our-
selves with the number of levels on which a teacher can teach, we 
are now concerned with the one l evel on which each child can learn.41 
It i s quite true that a good deal of research needs to be done i n 
t his fiel d to evaluate more fully the enthusiastic reports of the teachers 
who have tried an individual method of teaching reading after feeling 
dissatisfaction with ability-group procedur es. 'Ihe writer f eels that 
she has found an approach to r eading which will prove helpful in teaching 
reading more efficiently and provide a more interes ting l earning experi-
ence f or the pupils. 'Ihere is a growing body of l iterature which tends 
to support the fact that there is much value in a progran1 f or teaching 
r eading individually . Hi l dreth pointed out these values in an indi-
vi dualized reading pr ogram: 
1. Learning takes place in a more permi ssive atmosphere than is 
possible when materi als are invariabl y selected by the t eacher and 
practice mus t conf orm to prescribed exerci ses and acti vi t i es. 
2. Giving the child choi ce in sel ection es tablishes favorable 
and positive attitudes toward books. With this plan children begin 
to t ake an absorbent interest in books at once and become self-
reliant in the selection and use of books . 
3. 1he motivation and purposing from free choice of good story 
books hold the child's interest and help him concentrate on the task. 
4. Independent practice activities on an individual basis are 
always more economical of the pupil 's practice time than taking 
turns listening to other children read aloud. 
5. The pupils cover more ground in continuous reading when they 
use story books than when they are coni'ined to reader selections . 
41Herbert Schwartzberg, "Puppetry and Individualized Reading 
Program, 11 Reading Teacher, XIII (November, 1960 ), 103. 
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6. The plan obvi ates the pressure slow chil dren feel ab out getting 
into the 'top group .• No child is forced ahead at too rapid a pace. 
Nor is a:qy chil d hel d back by the slower progress of the r est of the 
group . The pupil receives speci fic help f rom the teacher at the 
time he most needs i t . 
7. Fr ee- choice reading is a boon t o the gifted child because it 
increases bo th the range and quanti ty of his reading . 
8. Chil dren l earn to use books of all types for study projects 
and school activities. 42 
Lazar cited these advantages in an individualized reading program: 
1. This program may actually be less expensive in terms of school-
book purchases, because it does not requi r e a dual set of basal 
readers and trade books in suff icient quantity f or every child. 
2. Reading and the other language arts become more closely 
i ntegrated, and greater gr owth is evidenced especially in oral and 
written expression and in critical thinking. 
3. The child experiences greater self-worth and he t akes more 
initiative, demonstrates greater self-management, and gains more 
independence . 
4 . Parents and librari ans report increased interest in reading on 
the part of the children and more actual reading outside the school. 
5-. There i s more creative teaching as the classroom becomes a more 
lively, interesting place. The environment and activities take on 
greater resembl ance to real-life situations . 
6. Children read more, read faster, and comprehend better, and 
at the same time exper i ence more enjoyment. 'Ihey read more varied 
materi al s . 43 
Veatch cited these val ues of an individualized reading program: 
1 . Close personal interaction with the teacher serves child's 
psychologi cal needs . 
2. Acquiring skills only as needed assures their normal develop-
ment. 
3. Oral reading promoted by genuine audience situation.44 
42Gertude Hildreth, Teaching Reading (New York: Henry Holt and 
Company, 1958), PP • 30-31. 
43May Lazar, Indi vi dual ized Reading (New York: Franklin Watts, 
I nc., A Di vision of the Grolier Soci ety, Inc., 1958), vi . 
44veat ch, op. cit. , PP • 29- 32 . 
In Harry W. Sartain's research on individualized reading he 
found these disadvantages: 
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1. The less capable pupils are less likely to achieve success in 
an individual situation. 
2. Individualized reading does not allow adequate time for 
setting of thought-provoking purposes for reading. 
3. The lack of planned sequential skill program makes teachers 
uneasy about a wholly individualized organization. 
4. Teachers using the wholly indivi dualized approach are con-
stantly pressed f or time to provide the conferences that pupils 
need.45 
Robert Karlin found these two disadvantages: 
1. There is little or no provision for r eadi.Dess. 
2. Guidance and reinforcement follow the complet ion of reading.46 
David H. Russell pointed out tha t : 
1. Children and especially young children prof it f rom direct 
guidance more than from a l aissez-faire situation. 
2. Under incidental teaching, reading skills tend to be developed 
in haphazard fashion, if at all. 
3. The individual program demands unusual teaching ability in 
planning and conducting a complex program of activity f or thirty 
or more individuals. 
4. To be successful, individualized reading requires a com-
plicated system of records of pupils' activities which impos es a 
heavy burden of clerical work on the teacher. 
5. Children often make unwise selections in the things they 
want to read.47 
45Harry W. Sartain, "Research on Individualized Reading," Education, 
LXXXI (May, 1961), 518. 
46Robert Karlin, 11Some Reactions to Indi vidualized Reading," The 
Reading Teacher, XI (December, 1957), 96. -
47David H. Russell, Children Learn to Read, Second edition (New 
York: Ginn and Company, 1961), PP• 509-510: --
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In a summary of the r esearch up t o 1959 Witty concluded: 
It seems tha t a def ensibl e program in r eading will combine t he 
bes t featur es of both indi vidualized and group ins t ruction i n 
reading ••• s ome basal materials ••• appear to be highly 
repet i tious and unreal istic, particul arly f or t he pri mary grades . 
It i s necessary ther ef ore, f or t eachers to sel ect basal mater i als 
with car e and t o use them judiciously to meet individual and group 
needs . Beyond doubt ther e i s need al so f or diverse material s in 
a worthwhile reading program ••• It is cl ear that today we have 
an unusual oppor tuni t y to cul tivate independence in reading thr ough 
t he use of the many excellent childr en ' s books now avai l abl e . 48 
Most proponents of t he indi vi dualized r eading program do not 
accept Wi t t y ' s suggesti on t ha t indi vi dualized reading be consi der ed a 
par t of the tot al r eadi ng progr am . Veatch has cr i t i ci zed Wi tty ' s 
summary of the r esearch up to 1959 in an article in the Apri l, 1960 
Elementary Engl i sh .49 
STUDIES INVOLVING THE INDIVIDUALIZED READING APPROACH 
Very l i t tle controlled r esearch on indivi dual i zed reading has been 
r eported. Most of the r esearch on this topic at pr esent fal s into the 
category of unpublished theses, di sser tati ons, or mime ogr aphed reports 
of exper iment s carri ed on i n cert ain schools . I n the f ew s tudies that 
have been r eported, pupils i n the indivi dual i zed reading progr ams made 
signif icant l y greater gains t han did the control groups in vocabul ary, 
comprehension, and t ot al reading. Classr oom test findings vary . 
Exampl es of these studies ar e as f ollows . 
City Schools of Richmond . This study was made on t he ques t ion : 
48Paul Witty, Ann Comer , an~ Robert Si zemore , "Indi vidual i zed 
Rea ding: A Survey and Evaluation, 11 El ementary Engl i sh, XXXVI ( October 
1959)., 402. " 
L.9Jeannet te Veat ch, "In Def en e of Indi vi dualize Reading," 
El ementary English, XXXVII (April , 1960), 233 • 
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What is the difference, if any, between the progress in sld.lls of pupils 
at the intermediate grade level if taught on their individual l evels of 
accomplishment regardless of grade placement and that of pupils taught 
as a group the curriculum prescribed for their grade with only minor 
incidental provisions made for individual differences in ability or 
achi evement? This experiment was done with the L.48 students in the fourth-
grade classes f or a full school term. The report of the f indings is 
based on amount of growth f rom the t ime of the initi al test to the t ime 
of the final test rather than in actual scores obtained at the end of 
the period. The control group averaged .87 years i n total r eading gain 
and the experimental g roup averaged 1.11 years. With s imilar chronological 
ages, similar mental a ges, and consequentl y similar intelligence quotients 
in the t wo groups and comparabl e achievement scores at the outset there 
must be an explanation for this difference other t han any diff erences in 
the original make-up of the groups. Since incidental differences were 
statistically minimized through the handling of the composite groups 
and the one planned difference was the provision for indivi dual dif f er -
ences it seems r easonable to associate these factors as cause and 
effect.50 
Palos Verde School District, Rolling Hills, Calif ornia . The dual 
purpose of this study was (1) to show how an i ndividual reading program 
which included the self-selection of reading material was adapted to the 
physical, emotional, and academic needs of second grade pupils; and (2) 
to compare reading gains made by pupils taught by individualized self-
selective techniques . 'Ihe study extended over a period of one calendar 
50'naisy Marvel Jones, "An Experiment in .Adaptation to Individual 
Differences,n The Journal of Educational Psychology, XXXIX (May, 1948) 
257-272. - -
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year and compared reading gains made by one hundred sixty subjects selected 
from eight second-gr ade cl assrooms. A control group and an experimental 
group were identified, composed of ei ghty subjects each. In the contr ol 
group reading instruction was presented in the conventional manner . 
While in the experimental group an individualized s el f-selective method 
was employed. Teachers al s o were matched on the basis of comparable 
educational background and teaching experience. Subjects in the two 
groups were comparable in number, mental age , intelligence , and socio-
economic background. 
At the beginning of the s tudy , the t wo groups were tes t ed and 
were found to be equal in r eading achievement . After one year ' s r eading 
instruction by the respective methods, the subjects were retested . Reading 
gains were as follows: 
Control Group 
Experimental Group 








The self-selective reading method produced greater gains than did 
conventional r~ading methods in the areas of r eading vocabul ary, reading 
comprehension, and total r eading.51 
Appleton, Wisconsin . This study compared the gr owth in reading of 
twenty pupils in the int ermedi a te grade using t he self-sel ection method 
with the growth for the city as a whole. This study was in effect f or 
twenty-one months with the same students and the same teacher . The 
f ollowing four means of evaluation were used: (1) standardi zed tests , 
51Antionette McChristy, "A Comparative Study t o De termine Whether 
Self-Selective Reading Can be Successfully Used at the Second Gr ade Level, 11 
Claremont College Reading Conference, Twenty-Fourth Yearbook (Claremont, 
California: Claremont College Curr iculum Laboratory, 1959), pp. 48-49 . 
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(2) teacher's observation, (3) pupils' reactions to the program, and 
(4) parents' appraisal. After a year and a half of reading under the 
self-selection plan, the reading .scores of the self-selection class 
equaled those of other classes in the city, while the growth of the self-
selection class in reading skills from September to April exceeded that 
f or the city as a whole by six mont hs.52 
Wyandanch, New York. An experimental program in individual read-
ing was established with fifty-four pupils in the third-and-fourth grades 
in Wyandanch, New York. From the standardized tests given at the beginning 
of the year and again at the end of the year, it was observed that better 
than. average gains in r eading ability were made . A study of test patterns 
showed a much higher degree of accuracy at the end of the year than at 
the beginning. The gain in these groups was greater than in similar 
gro~ps taught by the group method. In an informal interest inventory 
conducted in both control and experimental groups, dramatic results were 
evidenced by the much wider range of r eading interests in the experi-
mental group. 
The wide range of scores in the experimental groups, especially 
at the upper end, seemed to indicate that "the lid was lifted", and that 
no child was held back. 'Ihe range of scores in the control group was 
much narrower, despite the fact that the intellectual range was equal 
toi or higher than that of the experimental group. 
It was indicated by this study that the pupils read more pro-
'4! 
ficiently, with greatk~ interest, and in more varied areas. Reading became 
''!i 
521ois Smith and Jane Becher, "Self-Selection with Intermediate 
Children," The Reading Teacher, XIV (November, 1960), 83-88. 
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fun, as well as an important tool f or finding information. There was a 
definite carry-over of reading skills to other parts of the curriculum. 
There also seemed to be a greater retention of skills and vocabulary 
because teaching occurred at the time the need was evident.53 
Menlo Park., California. In this experiment a class of third-
grade pupils was tested in October and then again in May . 'Ihe median score 
for the class in the fall in terms of grade placement was 3.3. The median 
for the spring was 4.4. Class test r esult s showed an eleven months growth 
in ,reading vocabulary and a fifteen months growth in reading compre-
hension. A normal growth f or this period of time would have been seven 
months, since that length of time had elapsed. 
During the seven month period, even greater growth took place in 
such things as interest in reading, discrimination in reading, and variety 
in reading. An awareness of authors developed., and the pupils acquired 
the ability to .plan reading activities independently and to do refer ence 
work. Most important of all, since the pupils developed a love for 
reading., the habit of reading was established. To this might be added 
the ·increased satisfaction the pupils gained not only in reading stories 
and whole books but in writing with better choice of words, improved 
sentence structure, and better spelling.54 
Roseville Public Schools, St. Paul, Minnesota . This experimental 
program was carried out with second-graders in the Roseville Public 
53Ruth Greenman and Sharon Kapilian., "Individual Reading in 
Third and Fourth Grades," El ementary Engl ish, XX1.'VI (April., 1959)., 
234-237. 
54Mary Largent., "Thanks to an I ndividuali zed Reading Plan, My 
Third-Graders Are Eager Readers," National Education Association Journal., 
XLVIII (March, 1959)., 64-65. 
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Schools . Fi ve t eachers, randomly chosen, used the indi vidual approach 
while f ive other t eachers us ed a basal appr oach . After three months of 
school t he f ive t eachers who began with the individualized approach 
changed to a basal appr oach, and t he other five shifted to the indi-
vidualized approach f or three months . Tests of word recognition, para-
graph readi ng , lmowledge of word elements, and better sounds wer e given 
thr ee t imes . 
Strengt hs of the individualized approach noted included the indi-
vi dual conference , the larger number of books read, the interes t in 
individual improvement, and the special appeal the approach had f or the 
bes t r eaders . The wealmesses involved : the restl essness of the s l ower 
reader s and some of t he average r eaders who could not work independentl y 
f or l ong periods of time ; the di ff i culty in teaching recognition and 
methods of at tacking new words; t he problems of identifying pupi ls ' 
dif ficulties and t eaching appr opri ate skills during infrequent short 
periods; and the frustration the t eachers fel t as they tried to schedule 
as many dai l y confer ences as they thought t he pupil s needed . 
A comparison of t he progr ess made by the pupils using the two 
approaches r eveal ed insignificant differ ences . One exception was noted; 
the group with the l eas t abi l ity made gr eat er gain in word recognition 
under t he basal pl m . 55 
Al achua County Schools , Fl orida . An action research project was 
undertaken with two second- gr ade cl asses to see if an individualized read-
ing program in a small school with a f ew material s could j_ncrease interest 
55Harry W. Sartain, "The Roseville Experiment with Individualized 
Reading," The Reading Teacher, XIII (Apr il, 1960), 277-281. 
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and improve skil ls in reading. One second grade embarked upon an indi-
vidual reading program a few weeks after the beginning of the fall semester . 
The other class served as a control group, using r eading groups and a 
reading series . There was no difference between the two classes as 
measured b7 achievement and intelligence tests. 
The basic problem was the availability of materials. Since indi-
vidual reading recognizes the psychological principle that learning is 
- experiencing, experience charts were used as much as time permitted. They 
were important because they made it possible for the pupils to read 
sentences that had meaning f or them in terms of past experiences. A pupil 
who could not read from books could sometimes read an experience chart 
that he had helped to write . 
The experimental group gained over its or i gi nal score significantly 
more than did the control group. In the semester's time, l ess than four 
months, t he control gr oup gained an average of 3.04 months; the experi-
mental group gained 7.32 months. 
The pupils in the experimental group said they liked to read 
and felt that they were good r eaders . Several said their mother s t hought 
that they were good readers. It would seem that the individuali zed 
reading gave them a feeling of success.56 
56Ira J. Gordon and Christine H. Clark, "Experiment in Individualized 
Reading, " Childhood Education, XXXVIII (November, 1961), 112-llJ. 
CHAPTER III 
A STUDY OF I NDIVIDUALIZED REA.DI G WITH 
NINE- AND 'IEN- YEAR-Oill PUPIIS 
The purpose of this study as stated in Chapter I was t o measure 
the effectiveness of individualized reading with a gr oup of nine- and 
ten-year-old pupils. 
PLAN OF S TODY 
The study was carried out in t he 1963 7 ort F..ays Kansas Stat e 
College Summer Laboratory School . This school is ~int ained to provide 
opportuniti es f or observation and participation f or college students 
enrolled in student teaching . Ten student teachers wer e assi gned t o 
the classroom in which this s t udy was conducted . 
Subj ects used in the study were t went y-one nine- and t en-year-
old pupils from western Kansas enrolled i n the summer school. Final 
test results are presented for twenty subjects. One pupil did not com-
plete the five weeks program. While a limited number of these pupils 
attended the session for review and r ei nforcement of l earning skills 
this group was f airl y representative of the population as a whole , as 
will be noted in Table I, both in intel lectual abilit y and r eading per-
f orm.a.nee. 
Instruction designed to meet the reading needs of each pupil was 
provided in twenty f ifth minute periods extending over the five-weeks 
summer session. A vari ety of eva.luative and diagnostic techniques were 
employed throughout the study. These included (1) teachers ' records, 
(2) pupils' records, (3) pupils' questionnaires, (4 ) teachers ' obser-
vations, (5) teacher-made tests, (6) standardized tests, (7) parents' 
questionnaires, and (8) student teachers ' evaluations. 
PROCEDURES 
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The pupils used in this study were aware that they would be 
working with indi vi duali zed reading. However, since none had had pre-
vious experiences in such a program the many f acets of this approach 
were expl ained t o them in detail . 
The pupils were told that they would select their own reading 
books and would read individually with the teacher. The group ' s response 
was positive to this idea and pupils seemed eager to try this different 
approach to reading. Discussions were held to explain the responsi-
bilities of each pupil. The kind of books t o be used, the ways in 
which the books could be reported classroom routine, independent and 
group activities, records pupils kept of the books they read, and 
individual conferences were incl uded in these discussions . At the 
beginning of the study a l etter was sent to each pupil's parents 
explaining the method used in the summer reading program. (Appendix A.) 
To determine the initial status in reading ability of each pupil 
the Developmental Reading Test, Bond, Clymer, Hoyt, Form IR-B was admin-
istered . The California Test of Mental Maturity was also admL~istered 
as a diagnostic instrument and as one measure of ability t o profit from 
instruction. The results of these tests are presented in Table I. 
An informal interest inventory was given at the outset of the 
study. These three questions were asked. (1) What type of books do you 
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TA.t!U l 
I NITIAL RM.DilW GRADE AND INTELLIGENCE QU0TlliNT SCUHW 
tN=21) 
Subj ects Reading Grade I.Q . 
l 605 130 
2 e . 2 141 
j 4 . 8 
4 4.e tH 
5 3.5 102 
6 6 . 2 12tl 
7 7. 2 
tl 4. 2 IOb 
9 496 103 
10 4. 7 117 
11 4o9 99 
l.2 5o7 12/J 
13 6.7 133 
14 5o4 12;1 
15 3. 1 8b 
16 4o5 106 
17 7. 5 132 
le 6 . 2 12b 
19 3. 9 100 
20 5.5 
21 4.7 116 
mean 5 . Li 114 
range 3. 1- b.2 l::l.L-141 
enj oy reading? (2) Who is your tavorite author? U) Who is your 
1·avori te illustrator? H.eactions t o these questions enabled the teacher 
to secure books whic h were or interest to the pupi.Ls and also books by 
the pupils ' tavorite authors. 'I'hese books were availab.Le when the pupils 
began their self- selection. The inr·ormation gained tram these tests and 
the questionnaire helped the teacner gain insight as to the kinds of 
nooks and tneir l.eve.Ls of diITicul.ty wnich should be provided for t he 
pupils ' reading o 
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Trade books ranging f rom kinder garten to the tenth grade in 
reading difficul ty, wer e obtained . These books were secured from tho 
college nnd t he city libraries . Pupils also broueht books from home . 
I n addition t o these trade books, basal readers, texts in val'j.ous 
subj ect f i elds , newspapers , pamphlet s, and magazines were also avail-
able . These reading materi al s were kept ci rcul atjng in and out of the 
classr oom. There were approximatel y two hundred books us d in the 
classroom during t he study . 
Cl assroom Organization 
After the materi al s wer colleci.,ed they were arranvecl attractively 
on the shel ves and the reading table within easy access for bro sinr. 
The r oom was so arranged that the books were easHy available y t not 
in t he way of traffic . The pupil s ' desk~ were plac din ~roups of 
threes and fours as this made it easy for pupils to discuss Lhcir 1 ooks 
and to help one another if necessary. Art supplies were ace ssibl to 
the pupils . They coul d work with these in the art corner or selec the 
needed material and work at th ir seats. They could discuss their books 
in smal l groups at the reading Lable or in the seminar room, which wcis 
available for use at all tim s . The seminar room was used also for 
preparation of the dramatizations and puppet plays . 
Pupil s were permitted to move about freely as th select d their 
books, read, or carried out their independent acti vities . This . reedom 
was limited only to the extent that pupils were not disturhing others . 
In thi s way individual reading conf rences of teachers 1-1ith pupils were 
not disturbed . Pupil s wer encouraged to wait until the conference was 
t- KSY I H Lll::Wd<Y 
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over if specific help with words was needed. In the meantime, they were 
to try to figure out the word, use the dictionary for help, ask a neighbor, 
or write it down, and receive help when the conference was over. Pupils 
were using their dictionaries more frequently as the study progressed. 
Book Selections 
After the room was arranged and the classroomroutine was understood 
the pupils were allowed complete freedom in selecting- books. 'Ihe books 
were arranged in interest categories; adventure, anim.als, science, mystery, 
famous people, fun stories, sports, poetrv, history, not by reading 
ability levels. The pupils were told in selectinp a book to skim through 
it and see that it did not have more than two or three new ~ords on each 
page. If it haa more than this number it would probably be too di ficult. 
If the book had no ne-w words it would probably be too easy. 
To motivate reading interest experiences such as these described 
below were provided. 
1. A librarian came the first week to talk with the clccss about 
the books in the city library. As all pupils were not from Hays a trip 
to this library was made so that the out-of-town pupils could obtain 
library cards and use them dur.i.ng the summer. 
2. Interest in certain books was aroused by leaving a book and 
a note on the pupil's desk. 'Ihe note might read, "You have read several 
books about sports. Are you acquainted with Basketball Bones by H. D. 
Francis? Compare this book with the other books you have read about 
sports. 11 Usually this book was read. 
3. An attractive bulletin board with this caption "ARE YOU 
ACQUAIN'IED WITH THIS CHARACTER?" was a good selling point for books. 
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An important c l1arac t er f rom t ne book wo ul d be illustrated wit h the book 
displayed below. TL1e pupi l s seldom i'a.i1ed t o read this book. 
4. A "r eal live author " who r e s ided i n hays was asked to come 
and tell the pupils about t he chiloren 1s books she had writt.en • 
.L"1.cli viciual Conference 
By the beginn" g of the second week th initia ·esting had bsen 
completed, children were acquairted with tL1e indindua iz Li. reading 
appr oach, an a 1 ielt com:!:.' r table ·th -r,he boo.Ks they hac. chosen. 
At. this t i me the t.eacher-pupil coruerences were initiated. rupils remained 
in thei r seat.s while th .. teacher c~cu.1.atec1. t.hrough the roo meet.mg 
vid.th each pup l inchviduaJ.2.y. 'he period wher:. the t.eacher and pupil wer'=: 
toget.her in a one- to - oner lationshir was an 1 portant phase 01 vr.is 
study. It wa tti.rou:;h these indi viduaJ_ co!lt,c;.,C"ts ·wi vr ;?Up:..ls tnat clues 
to specific neects and .ir terests were recognized. 
1'he bummer Laboratory ,chool provieted an opporttl!li-t,y .:or stuaer· 
t.eachers tc observ and partici ate in +he program. £.acb stud':lnt teacrier 
was 'assignee, tc and worked wit.ti the same i;wo pu:n.!..s auring -c.ne s1,1dy • 
.t'recautions were taKen so tha' no mere than two conference :'er wee!;: 
were heJ.c with eaci- pup::..1 as this pr·orc:1.t'ly wo d ue as many a a c1.a::;s -
roo t~acher would be able to schedule. Con1er-ences 1 •1er"" ke t 1.,0 this 
IDir1imUl11 so as not to invali at.e t.he study. 
The form of' the c.mierencec might be sim:.lar ior each pup:....!.., 
readine: orally., explorir.,g the pupil 1 s feelints toward a boo}:, working 
on spec11:·1c sk1.l _s, di, cu::-sing and .!.arming a :;_::,ossible i'o::'...low- up., ar... 
aiscu ... sing how the pupil planned to she.re h1.s nook. But tt1e contern,, 
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the discussions, the learnings, and the teaching were often quite 
different. One pupil mirht need help with initial consonant blends; 
another might need to work with strange words encountered in his reading; 
perhaps another had an emotional problem he needed to discuss with some-
one who would listen. 
As the teacher and student teachers were not fa.rriliar with all 
the books in the room, a card file was kept to help acquaint them with 
the books. As a book was read by the teacher or the student teachers a 
few questions with answers were recorded on a 311 x .5" card and filed by 
the author 1s name in a file box. When a conference was aeld, these 
cards with the questions and answers were used to check the pupil's com-
prehension of the materials read. 'Ihe teachers' familiarity with the 
books led to more successful conferences. 
Each student teacher had a list of basic reading skills which 
should be presented to elementary pupils. (Appendix B.) As a pupil 
read orally and was then questioned his specific needs were noted. 
Practice materials were available for an immediate follow-up. Basal 
reader manuals were sometimes used in teachint specific skills. Exer-
cises from reading workbooks were always available for practice work. 
Pages were removed from the workbooks, mounted on cardboard with a page 
on either side, and reinforced at the edges with masking tape. When a 
worksheet was assigned to a pupil he also received a transparent plastic 
sheet and a marking pencil. 'Ihe worksheet was covered with the pl~stic 
on which the answers were written with the marking pencil. 
An important part was played by the rest of the class while a 
conference was going on. Pupils gained independence and learned 
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self-control. They were not to interfere with a conf ren unl s s 
matter needed ~nmediate attention. If t hey read aloud in r o ps , y 
read quietly so as not to disturb others . I f they wer working on 
activities in preparation f or the sharing of reading exp ri nc ·S w·'th 
the class, they gathered materials, and performed these ao tivi i 
pendently and quietly. 
Grouping for Instruction in the Basic Skills 
The philosophy of individualized reading doe ot 
from the classroom. Grouping has a definite pl ace but 
set up for specific purposes and needs . Pupils w r e gr oup d f or 
upi:n · 
tions in t hr ee ways : (1) by t otal cl ss , ( 2) y small ·oup ·, a d ( ) 
by individuals . Whole class gr oupin occurr d wh n 
introduced or f or total group discussion and sha 
f or pupils who were having simi lar difficul t i o; f or xampl 
words into syllabl es . Developmental l es sons i n th s kills w 
sented to the groups a d were continu d until t he dif · · c1;1 l t y d 'b , n 
liminated. 
The Si l ent l~eading Di agno tic Te t, Bond., Clymer , Hoyt , Fo a D--A 
adminis t er d at the be inning of the study , provid d u. t u.1 dat f o 
inst ruction in all t hr e wayo of gr01..1.pi n • 
Usually th emphas sin special gr oups was on :r adin · .lJ , b'll,' 
at tirn.e@ groups w r e f.o:rm d a:rou, d common inter es t areas . Pup s LJb :;:· d 
activitL , 1.:i,ch a r di.n::t o · lly , t lling or di scusaini: stori s, 
reportin on 'books , o:r plann:i.n d:ramat i?.iati one; . l'urpoae 
wa th bas· f 01.• th group, . !he i tere ~t roups 1 ated only til 
r oup pu,J?pos 
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Wor K:ing TrJJ.th the inciiviaual pupi.L was the third way 01 organizin6 
f'or instruction . The irdividua.L cont'erence revea.Led nou un.Ly the s~Jeciiic 
needs or the ir:ciividua.L pJ.pil bL.,_t f;ave clues to common weaknesses among 
the pupils . Thus , not orly was help ~rovided on an individ,ial oasis at 
the tll1le he .Lp was needed' ut also speci1'ic skil b:'OU:!)S cou.LC: be set up 
Ior tm.s purpose as we.Ll . 
Tne pupils ' records yie.Lded c.Lues !'or specific needs as we.L.L ~s 
i'or grouping for instruction . 'l'hese records sno1-,ed that the pupils 
needed help i1: spelling, .Langu.a'"e, anc vrri tin CT as well as in -'-,he basic 
reading skills . Tne typ8'Tc'."'2. -cer was used Ji th sn111e of the p·1yii Ls Tf~.c 
had dif.t'iculty with spe.Llm; words correctly in their indh.-idua.L reco,...cs . 
l'hey wrote the rr.is spel.Led wore. three tim8"' en the t:,r::>e-hrri ter ~.r..<.1 t...secl the 
word in a meaning! u.L sentence . These words and sentences T,rerP tl1cn 
.Lecorcled on tapAs so tne :riupi.L could t2.ke his speJ..Ling test i.11.aividua1ly 
later on . The pupil wou.Ld pr0 1ounce the word, 1ise it ir. a ,ertence, 
pronounce the wo~d agam anc .Leave enou0"h time to write the word. 1't1e 
typewriter and tape recorder were added incentives to tne correct 
spelling of words . 
hS will be noted from the procedures described a~ove, in 1nd1-
vidaa.L1zed readm 0 the pupi.L starts trom where he is mid 1 ot fro".11 ,rhcre 
the group or grade .Level. prPscribes . He car. nro--;ress !·ror.i Hh0 re ne is 
to those skills which he needs . 0l<ills :::.rP important in indiVJ.dualized 
reading and become C.l"'::'TAr to the Dupi L bec3.1.1se he is tauz;ht tl1e re&ain"· 
d::ills T•Then he needs them and thus can s e the worth ana i"!pl"'l,...tance 0:: 
attain..:ng these skillso 
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Sharing of the Reading Materials 
Due to the limited time available for this study many pupils did 
not become well acq1.:ainted with all members of the class. Much of the 
sharing of reading materials and experiences was done by individuals 
rather than by sev~ral working together. The following are some examples 
of these sharing activities. 
1. A group of four boys sittinr together all read the same book. 
After discussing the book they decided to dramatize the story. 
2. Two pupils, a boy &nd a ~irl, shared their book with paper sack 
puppets. The puppet provided support for the girl who was lAcking in 
self-confidence. She seemed proud to be able to share her book with the 
class. She made a sock puppet and shared ~no~her book beforP the end 
of the study. 
3. One girl gave a 11live book report" by dressing as the main 
character and tellinf the interesting part of the story. 
4. Several pupils shared their books by illustratin~ scenes or 
an illustration of the main character. 
5. Some books were shared bv reading the most excitinr or 
funniest incident in the story. 
6. As two boys narrated the story of Pierre by Laurice Semdak it 
was recorded on tape. They shared this story with another class. 
Books were also shared while the students were reading in groups . 
A child felt free to read an exciting pass2ge to the others in his group. 
Frequently you could hear pupils discussirL· their books with friends as 
they were reading . 
Not all pupils wanted to share their books. Some pupils wanted to 
share their books the same way each time. These pupils were encourared 
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to use other ways of expressing their experiences. 
Evaluative and Diagnostic Techniques 
As was stated earlier in the chapter a standardized reading test, 
a group intelligence test, and a short informal interest inventory were 
administered during the first week of the study. T11roughout the 
remainder of the five-weeks period continuous evaluative and diagnostic 
techniques were employed to secure data for improvement of instructional 
procedures as well as to evaluate pupil progress. Instruments used in 
compiling these data were (1) teachers' records, (2) pupils' records, 
(3) pupils' questionnaires, (4) teachers' observations, (5) teacher-
made tests, (6) standardized tests, (7) parents' questionnaires, and 
(8) student teachers' evaluations. While the use of these was an 
important and integral part of the procedures only teachers' records and 
observations will be described here. The remainder fall more appropri-
ately in the succeeding section in which the results of the study are 
presented. 
Teachers' records. Accurate records were kept by the teachers of 
each pupil's attributes and difficulties. Data were recorded on a 
three page spread of a record form which was kept in a loose-leaf note-
book. (Appendix c.) This notebook was preferred as extra sheets could 
be added when necessary. Notations were added to this record each 
time the pupil met with the teacher and usually after each group meeting. 
Data in the following categories were noted on the teachers' records: 
(1) pupil's name, age, grade, and address, (2) parents' names, occupation, 
and telephone, (3) intelligence quotient and mental age, (4) reading test 
result, (5) diagnostic test results, (6) record and date of each conference, 
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(7) interests, (8) specific notes about social and emotional traits, 
(9) record of books read, and (10) record of how books were shared. 
Teachers ' observations. Day by day pupil observation was another 
method of evaluation and provided an opportunity to observe the behavior 
patterns of the pupils . Often through careful observation one was able 
to determine pupils ' attitudes motive.ting their behavior in the class-
room. 
Teacher-made tests . Many short teacher-m2.de tests were administered 
during group activities. These were used for the purpose of measuring 
growth in the reading skills. These tests w-=-re used for diagnostic 
helps rather than for grading purposes. Teaching manuals used with 
basal readers were helpful in the preparation of these tests. 
Results of the Study 
As stated in the preceeding section a variety of instruments was 
useG to obtain diagnostic and evaluative data. Instruments which pro-
vided information useful for evaluative purpose and the results obtained 
are presented below. 
Pupils ' records. Each pupil kept a record of his reading experi-
ences during the study. His record included: (1) the date a book was 
read, (2) the title, author, and illustrator of each book, (3) a brief 
comment about each book, and (4) a list of some of the new words encoun-
tered while readil"'.g . 
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111 liked the story because it told of an uncanny love that made 
two dogs and a cat fight the dangers of starvation, wolves, and thirst 
f or three hundred miles. 11 
The type and kind of reading done by a pupil was a clue as to the 
pupil's growth in maturity and understanding. Many pupils progressed 
from fairly easy books to more difficult stories with satisfactory 
results. 
The twenty-one pupils read three hundred and sixty-five books 
during the five-week study, averaging seventeen books per pupil. The 
least number of books read by an individual was three and the greatest 
number was fifty. Several pupils chose books on the primary level as 
this was their independent reading level at the time. The pupil who read 
fifty books chose books of different categories on intermediate level or 
above. 'Ihis pupil read all of the time-while sitting on the curb waiting 
for her ride to school, going down the hall, and as soon as she entered 
the classroom each day. Another pupil read twenty-one books ranging 
from primary level to intermediate and above. He enjoyed books about 
sports of all kinds and these were usually intermediate level and above . 
At one time he was reading a primary book and he remarked, "Now I am going 
to read an easy one. 11 This pupil lmew he was weak in vocabulary and he 
worked to overcome this wealmess. On the second reading test his vocab-
ulary score showed an increase of l.S year . 
The pupil who read only three books was reading on an intermediate 
level. This ·was the first time some of the pupils had read 11fatter 11 
books, as one girl stated it. Some pupils seemed to be afraid to try 
a book that could not be read in twenty or thirty minutes . One boy had 
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read seventeen primary books and the teacher was convinced he could read 
more difficult books than tl is. Tornado Jones by Trella Lamson Dick was 
laid on his desk. He worked on this intermediate book for three weeks, 
reading only at school, and finished it a few minutes before the close 
of this study. One day as he was going to music class he re:marked, 
111 surely wish I did not have to go to music as 1 was reading such an 
exciting part. 11 He had matured as he had read a nbig 11 book. 
Some pupils enjoyed reading but did not care to write comments 
about the books they had read. These comments were not mandatory, as 
one of the objectives of the individualized reading approach is to learn 
to love to read. Indeed, a lengthy report of each book uas not suggested 
as it was judged that s-uch a requirement might stifle the pupil 1 c interest 
for reading. The teachers tried to encourage the writing o brief 
comments, however, as pupils would be practicing skills necessary for 
writing, spelli:::ig, and grammar, as ~,ell as providing a ch8ck on their 
retention of the book. Some people vere ,,rriting better co:nm,ents 2s the 
study progressed. 
Most of the pupils reported that they had read more books than 
ever before and they were enjoying rEadin~ more. :rom these r~ports the 
writer concluded that the pupils were devoting more time to reading and 
thus were given more opportunit.r to practice reading skills. 
Pupils' questionnaires. The purpose of these questionnaires was 
to determine (1) pupils' interest in reading, (2) pupils' frelings about 
their own progress and learning, (3) pupils' estimate of proper length 
of reading period, (1~) adequacy of books available to pupils, (S) pupils' 
attitude toward the individualized reading p~ogram, (6) pupils' attitudes 
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toward ability grouping for reading, and (7) pupils' library habits. 
(Appendix D.) 
1 ucstions one and two on the questionnaire delt with reading 
interests before and after starting the readin''"' prog-ram. :'iftPen pupils 
answered that they were interested in different kinds of books after 
starting the reading program, f'iYP h"d not f'ound a,'v ne·r interPsts, and 
one ansv erec, 111 Dlready liked all bookf'.l. '' Some o-P thP interests chanre1 
from hrnnorou:::, books to baseball r-ookf 1 fairy tales to animal s+ories, 
fact to fiction, 11Saint sto•ies" to fun stories, cowboys to "bugs", and 
from science to horse stories. 
In answering question three, 11Do you think ou are a better reader 
since you started this prograr,1? 11 , fifteen ans·ven,d "yes • 11 Three answered., 
111 do not lmow 11 and one answer was, 111 could read well before I st2.Pted 
this program. 11 ;3ome of the responses of the pupils who ans, e:rnd 11yes 11 
are as follows: 
nr can read fatter books." 
"I read more." 
111 am reading more than usual." 
111 have 1--:arnPd many ne1· words. 11 
111 learned to use the dictionary. 11 
11It is easier to read." 
ttSound out words better. 11 
11 The books are good." 
In response to the question asking if they were enjovinp- this type 
of reading more, eighteen pupils answered '"res 11 , tyo 11 no 11 , and one 
"a little•" The ei-hteen pupils I answers on how long they thought the 
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reading period should be, varied from twenty minutes to all day. More 
of the pupils preferred to re~d in the nornings. ~ineteen of the pupils 
indicated that there were enough different kind of books in the room from 
which to choose a.nd one pupil wanted more humorous books. 
Nineteen of the pupils preferred readinr individ~ally rather than 
reading with a group. Below are some of the reasons why the pupils pre-
ferred reading individually: 
"Because I can go faster. 11 
11It is tiring waitinc for your turn. 11 
"Other readers don't go fast enough. 11 
"We don't have to wait for the slow readers." 
11 H.eadinE without stopping • '' 
111 get nervous and lose my place. 11 
Question IT on the pupil questiom1aire was, 1 bat do you like about 
groups?" Four pupils answered, "Nothing." Onr answer was, "I didn't." 
Another answer was, 111 can't think of anything I liked about fl'roup work. 11 
Fourteen pupils gave reasons for likin~ groups. Typical rfsponses were 
as follows: 
"Plays." 
"Company and drawing." 
"Playing a part. ,r 
11 Talking. 11 
11You can help each other. 11 
111 like to listen to others read. 11 
"I read faster in a group. 11 
..:ome of tt1e responses to the question, 11 ·J11at did ;iou aislikP about 
groups? 11 wc:re: 
n ...:verythin6 • 11 
11 1 do not bet to :re.:i.a enough. 11 
11 1 would rather read in another boci<;:. 11 
11 1 don't lilce to :::-ead in the same bool·. 11 
11 Reading workboov.s. 11 
11YoL, have to wait your tun 11 
11 You l1ave to read c:.s 1·a::;t cmcl s.Low to lrner u:,. 11 
:!:-'01 rtRen ars,re!'ed ''yes" they 11TerE-> •:sin; the 1111r3.ry morP since 
they started th::.s type: ol' l'"'aainJ, 1·1ve answereu 1·no", one 11 a little 
more 11 , and one 11 1 don 1 t lo:101f. 11 _~i,,e had t.1.l~er. out liL>:rar~~ Caras since 
startir; this kind of reaaing, sixteen h~d library cards be! oTe ::;~arc-J.Ilf; 
ttlis type or reac ing, &--id one stated, 11 1 nau one and lust it.'' 
c 0 venteen oi' the pupi.Ls .te.n triat tne teachers' s1 · ..,estions h-:d 
'1.elped. -:-he111 i-::iprove Llleir ~•i:-2c.ing. 50me nr tre "'1 · ec:tions nupil.s telt 
we,~e he_t:;)!'U.l. were: (.!.) ;1e.qJ in pi.unorn~1:•r..0 'l:lcl ::;1.e.111..n1.:,, l2 1 Learning 
new uo!'ds, (j) now -c,o make :reports, (Lr) 2:UJ..dmce in t>eJ.ection 01 c0oh3, 
and(;,) using tne dictionary. 
'iwenty of the pupils :;Jre!'erred tl1is kina o_· rec:.air..2; .,.,at her ··c.han 
reading in groJ.ps. OnJ.J one said he ,;rant.ea to read witn a 0 rouy. 
From this questionnaire tJ.-ie teacher l1 us dravm the 1·01lowin con-
clusions in regard to tne ind.J.:vidua.!.izea reading 2.p,roact1 m compai ison 
Wi tr conventional proceciures: (l) by reauir:b more chilc rer. 'E interests 
~re widened, (2) pup1.1.s are capau.Lt oi nssessinn- their mm pro[.ress and 
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learning, (3) pupils enjoy reading, are reading ~ore, and are using the 
library more, (4) the pupil had no stigma about not beinr able to keep 
up with the group, and (5) more time was devoted to reading thus giving 
more oppor unity to practice the readins skills. 
Standardized reading tests. Another ev~luation was accomplished 
through the adJn.inistration, on two separate occasions, of different forms 
of the Developmental Reading Tests, Bond, Clymer, Hoyt. 1i'orm IR-B was 
administered on June 10, 1963, and Form IR-A was administered on July 10, 
1963. The purpose of these tests was twofold: (1) to determine approxi-
mately the initial readin6 level of ea.ch pupil and ( 0 ) to learn what growth 
had taken place during the pPriod of instruction. Scores octained on 
these tPsts are presented in Tables II nnd III. 
As indicated by the test mean scores the 0-re?te arno 1nt of P-rovth 
occurred in the area of comprehension. The class mean TOr comprehension 
on the first test was 5.42 and 5.69 for the second test. Gains from .2 
of a year to 1.6 years in comprehension ability were made by 65 D, r cent 
of the pupils. 'Ihe greatest amount of ,.,.ain, .67 of a year, was shown in 
appreciation. Retention showed a gain of .22 of a year and interpretation 
.32 of a year. No gain was shown in organization. 'Ihese data indicate 
that individualized reading through its emphasis on a better understanding 
of the pupil and upon the pupil's enjoyment of reading materials pro-
vided satisfactory learning of most comprehension skills. 
The pupils scored a little hi~her in vocabulary on the first test 
than in comprehension, but this was not true of the second test. Gains 
in vocabulary from as much as .1 o-<> a yi::ar to 1..5 years were made by 
40 per cent of the pupils. Five pupils progressed from 1.1 years to 
1.5 years in vocabulary. TITot as many pupils gained in vocabulary as in 
TA.J:SL~ II 
INI nAJ., 1-U!.AD.lli G 'l'J:t,.:>'1' SGurtr.'i 
(N=21) 
Comprehension 
~ubjects ,:t.etertion Organization Interpretation Appreciation Av. Comp. Vocabulary 'l'otal Read. 
l 7.2 7.S 6.0 6.6 6.tl 5.tl 6.j 
2 7.2 10.2 '.l 6 .. 3 8.o 9.,4 8.7 
,- j 
4 3.S 5.3 6.6 4.1 L..9 4.2 406 
5 3.5 4.,4 J .. h J .. 1 J.6 3.1 J.4 
6 6.4 4.7 5.8 60 b 5.9 7.8 6.9 
7 8.0 7.8 6 .. o 6 .. 9 7.2 b.8 7 .o 
8 2ob 6.1 2.9 4.1 3.9 s.o 4 • .5 
<J Jo8 4o 7 6.0 3.7 4.o 4.6 4.6 
10 4.4 5 .. 3 3.9 4.4 4.5 .5.6 5.1 
11 4.4 5 .. 6 4.3 4 .. 8 4.8 5.6 .5.2 
12 s .. o 7 ol s.s 6.0 6.0 4.1.:. 5.,2 
13 8.o 6.,8 6.6 b.,6 7.0 5 .1.i Oo2 
14 s.o 5.3 6.6 5.6 5.6 4.8 .5 .. 2 
15 4o4 4.1 J.4 .o JoO J.b J.J 
16 J.8 5.3 5oJ 4.1 4 .. 6 4o2 4o4 
17 8.o 7.L 8.8 6,,9 7o7 7.0 7 .l.i 
18 s.o 6,,5 6.6 6.6 64>2 b.5 6.,4 
19 J.,2 L.. 7 4.3 2.3 J.9 4.2 4.1 
20 s.1-1- 6 • .S .5.6 s.o 5o7 .s.o 5.4 
21 4.1 4.4 5.8 h.l.i. 4 .. 7 4.0 h.7 
1v.ean 
:::>core 5.1) S.97 5.hJ 4.93 s.43 5.38 5.40 .i=-
O' 
H.ange 2.o - doO 4.1 - 10.2 2.9 - 8.8 .o - b.,9 J.,O - B.o J.l - 9.,4 3.,3 - tl .. 7 
*'l'his pupil did r.ot completP the study. 
TA.dL.r.. 111 
.t' ru., tlliA.DTh , f.t!.;~'.l.' :,Gu.li.l'..0 
(N=2.L ) 
Comprehensi on 
::5uojects R.e1,ention ur ranization Interpretation Appreciation Av . Comp. Vocab·uary Total li.ead . 
1 S.9 7 .1 ~-4 6. 7 boJ 5. 7 6 00 ,.. tl . u 10.1 8. 8 7.2 e .;, 7.1 7. 8 {.. 
.,-3 
I 4. 7 5 .!i 5. S 5. 7 5.4 4o3 L.. 9 4 
5 4. 2 J . 9 403 3. 8 L.1 4.3 4, 2 
6 .o 7.1 7 . r:.. 7. 2 1.; 6. 9 7. 2 
7 1.0 7.1 7.5 6. 7 7.1 6.5 6. 8 
8 ,.. c' .:: . .... 4. 3 5. 8 4.8 4.4 L.8 4. b 
J . 8 4o1 4o7 5o.L h.4 4o3 4.4 
10 t .5 5.8 4. u 5. { 5oO 5.7 5o4 
11 s.o c:. R • • v s.!j 4 I, • -+ 5.3 L.l 4. 7 
.12 Oo'-l- 6. ;> 5 . L. b. O 6. 1 1.+ . l 5. 1 
13 8 ., 1 7.1 9.4 6. 7 7. 3 6.1 7 .o 
14 5o9 s.s 5 . 1.i 4•4 >• I~ 5. 7 5.b 
15 J.8 3. '1 .... . j 4. 8 4.1 s.o h. 6 
lb 3.5 1..i .1 :; .o 4. 4 4. 3 J . 9 h ol 
17 7. rJ 7 . 4 9.4 7. !j 7. ';J s.s 8. 2 
18 5. 9 b. 5 5.4 6.o 6.o 6,3 6. 2 
19 4 e U 4. d 5. 0 4.8 4. 7 3. 7 4. 2 
20 5.5 6.5 5.b 5.7 5. ':l 5. 7 5.8 
21 3. 8 4. 3 4. 3 4.1 4.1 4.6 4.4 
!"1ean 
~core 5. 37 ..- • '- l 5 . 9r... 5.60 5 69 5. 37 5.53 
~ange 2. ½- .o 2 .s-~. ) 4. 'J-~.~ 3. d-7.£ 4. 1- 8. ;i 3.7-ti. ~ ,.. . 2- e. 2 .=---J 
\.J..
1 li.S u • .:.1 did r. + 0 p.Lete tn~ s+·1d;,r. 
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comprehension but more pupils made 13.I'ger gains . The class as a whole 
showed no gain i n vocabula.ry. 'l'he mean for vocal,ulary on the first test 
was ~. Je and S. J? on tne second test. 
Pc.rents' questionnaires. At the close of thP. study a questionnaire 
Fas sent to each 01' the pupi.Ls I parents. (P:ppendix F . ) '.:'he data nn the 
questionnaires were used as one evaluation of tt1e f;tudy . 'I'hPse data are 
presented below. 
Seven parents stated that th01r chilo was readinr, more since 
attending SumTJ1er Laboratory 2chool and ten said they sa.rv no dif.:erence 
in their reading . f<'ive of these ten chilcl~en referred ,:,o were avid 
readers. 
Nine responses to the quest;_on, 11 .1ave rou notice 3:DY Lli 'r'erence 
in his attitude toward reading? 11 vrere "yes", 1·ive vere "no", cu1e1 three, 
11 no di1'1'erence . 11 ~arents' commC:nts ere: 
11 ::;he is more willing to share stories; thus she has a ~reater 
interest in the storv. " 
".'.:>he has always enjoyeu readinr, but reels th:.s haJ. mace the school 
readino; class more enjoyable. 11 
11 he enjoys reaclin_, anc., is ea er to o to t11e li brQry." 
11 Le can read better and he re 3.as more with in te re st . '' 
111 have noticed she is readin~ more for information as well as for 
entertainment . 11 
"Children are reacting more on a voluntary basis, 11 was the opinJ.on 
of eleven parents ana ..:·ive parents thought not . 
'lwelve parents ans rered "ye8 11 to the queRtion, "Is he interested 
in sharing his books and stories with members of the family? 11 Two 
ans ... ered, 11 no 11 , two, "very 'P'!UCl1 so 11 , rnd one, n~,ot 1)a·ticularlf unlesf' 
questioneu.. 11 
tiome 01' ttie parents' "''eact:ions to the ·u¥1mer Labnratory ~chc01 
2J1u. he incivid.ualize' reading pro ram were ae, ff"lllows: 
"C~·cl1ic1s to ycu all teact1E'r anl st uc en t:, t0qcherc::) bE l·au c n.:t' 
Jim I s bi 0 imnroveme1.t i.."1 nis re:idir.C"". 11 
' 'I would s y his attitude tow· .'l reac.in has imnrove • 
become ""lore se.Lecti ve ir. is choice 01 books." 
eh· s 
11 1 a.m sure the ~unr·kr , 3.borc~ to ,,. cho0l e~din has : e L e • 
11' it co1ld only >e us in the pu ')li' cC' i1 , ls it vo 110. bt wonder tu 1 • " 
1'1 atricia e joyed the ~umrrer 1,a 1or·ttor,r c oo L •rery muc lll 
snowec rnore interest ir. re::i.din 11 
"Thank vou so very much (or ivin · 1 ary a n•0st Le L 1.,·t1t1'11l st' n111er 
rec::.ain~ cou se . fl 
c·tudent teac hL rs I e valuat · ens. l\.t. th close o t l. UC V P" l1 
q 
student teacher was asked to evalua ... e the c:: ..,udv md t0 ~al O wLeth r st1E' 
thouE ht tne approach could 1,e used in hr>r clas~· oom. t'f'" ·e q · somt n 
their comments. 
~tu0e t Teacher 1 
l CD.I' 1 10re re'1d · l:,r ur1L err·tand wliy ~ila 
that the uasic texts \.Joul m, rcl1 silentl 
la. ton r · th in 19 1( 1 ~"-d 
out ct' the cl'l sroot:1 .!'i'tf'r 
viewing 1 first hand I Lhe marktx-1., 1':-eq wr.t, spontar. 0 oLi9 eLtltus7 "S111 
u.isplayed b? "t-he cl ilc rer. u,1.rin t1..:"" LP1-J' re· dir.,. arnro-.ir 1. 'llf' 7 
pleasure in thi" pro--:ram s comp .red to traJ.itionel roun reacin 
wa~ so clearly a ~parent and their verbal comments cm !'irmPc this 
cl1oice. 1 like this reading anproach but 11 C'"'USE' or tra,~ition l 
w·.11 conbir,P basal reaclir and the iDLlivic u l apr oacl1 ir .·e::,ain , 
uith rny best readers. 
·tudent Teacher 2 
Il1e inai viduaJ i 2.ec re i.din; nro r-i.m was very ir.ter· st 1.n , and 
proi'ita >le. It h.:i.s t)een a ,racLlcal course. I !'eel 1 C'1t. o back 
tc my classroom and set up the pro -ram by 1'ol LowinsY tl1c s""me 
!' o ,ct11r .J 11:~ld i11 L!Jt l.1ioJ·ll.cn·,y: l111ll]. 
Lo u: f ,].11.P.. lnr;·iJ ,., ·td< 1, 1d r Ua t' 1·1 
I pi I I pr·ol ·ii I. I II I l I lilt. 
,rl i 1l l1(· Ip· 1 I !VI 
r.l,..; ·uorn, l,111, LI, / 1'1. ,, I' r1J,111·r ol' ty I J nl t., d ,., 11I ,n I l IJII 
It! Ji ,i Ju-LI j ,, I ) J'(J/ ,·. "· 
/ <Jod lo, i_ I iv, LI i I 11 I :, I ()w ti-!I t·r · ti i 11 w r· I , ,. 11rt i iv 
j ,, 11y 
~J I I l 
A r-!1CJicr O. Iii, lu I' }'I ·rlinr J,,,, j l1n,1, '. I 1·1•1 I ,. ll)VI 
I, 11, r- 11ncl, r: I· 11din1 ,, · 1·1•:1<11111 • I· 1 I l, , r,rn, 
1·01· 
(I ,. 
Ir/ I I i (' Ji \J( I'• l ( j II f (' I l I V I d • 
• ~l,ud<nL' nr·I,, 1·.) 
i tnfJJ · : · ., l w l.111 I Ii< i r, J i II i, ll ii 1 1 , l 1 • , J 11 
l 1nc 
d!l( Ll11 
I JJ 111011'1 
w, , k ; nd Lh, I,· 
i'OJ' Ll1• 1 r I l;y 
in 1vj<Jwli·, rl 1· 
Lur,nt 'r•r:/11 11 
j IJ I l l'I ' Li I} l JI l ,·ti, I I 11 l 11 I 1, I 'JI I 
l,li tn Ilic I/ :ii , (f>l'(J' c 11. 
l.h ' i I I( I I V j d I l; l I i . 'I I I 
1 I I 
. I 
11 l 
Jill I I 
•,I 
I 
l i I, 
Ir·, 
I lit 
J..: Irr: Lo ·y ,r·hr,,,I 1,1·1· 1·,, J • , l I ·I r I ll I pr·, ,. i l 1 
L i •, 1 • r1 i 11 , , , • 1 1 ,, fJ Jr 1 J 11 1 1 
n L< r·• , , I I l I 
d I d rt fJ I f' u I'(' ( I l II I , It 
J'lJIJJl, · 11d L) !, I 1., I' '1 
11lbin 1·r·r•li ,,,· ll1L 
I Jl ,., 1ril1id1 WI 
('IJ/fllJI Li l,1,111. l'I,, jJlljli / 'IJlfl/11 
~Ji 1 h LJ-1, (:I,·.:. Ill ( 11 ,,, l"(I. 'J'll" fill['ll: , 
·, L1r1u'i1,h1 1· l'u r I I rl 11 .. 'r J' l, ,. I , <J11 ,,r· 11,, 
r·h d I, 1 , ·,Jf 11 JI J JI) /1 l / J • 
/fJI i1 I , 11 1 L() Ir I.I 1 • • ·, J I J • , I 1·, rl c I 1. 
',l11d1r1C J'1:irhrr· 1; 
I I. I l 




I l/ J Jl l I I 
I 11 • l IV 
I I I ( ,, I I l 
i , d 
1,li' 
I ,rt J h' /l l'' d 




I l fl( I J LI, I I i1, " l 11· I l•· 
, r1 r11 I IJI I I' I J I I/ 
r, rrt , , 
l I I I,. 
l'(J if I 'I I I( f • 
I } J I I I rJ. 
,. 
f' J. ,., {Ii I y I,, . t IJ ,, ,,, 
I { JJ I I I I I /I I I J ,· . I 111 I] 
::>tt:1.l.ent react1er 
I have ~alll d -rea t. c ea1 01 1.11s i tit JJl t n 
re·1 ing . y -rc-.::i.test in w • i.. t 
revi win~~ the rf' din r uord ~-~t'.lc 
0th th .L.'1l i "i u3.l "Onft ru e me 
readir slnlls . 
Tn~ use o t' th type vri t r, tt.. 
reviews, · t'le u i ls ' r0cor , 
teac hin ¥ my li ter3. tu e cl 'L, "' s . 
uevices is an im~ortant :rt 0 
..:..m nlam.in to lse 
tt1e '.)ei s1..L P ·t wi t: .v tc,p e c i• ·o 
will bE>o;in n out t~1E' Lcntl-i -reek 01 L llo 1. 
St~uent reacher 7 
l 'otmL t'l1.t 
at 
tex . 
':itudent TeG.cher \., 
r:iu•n l hy "'1 
'l rP"<li.n it 1 
~wn ·t "t1 ) ,,.1 
L01 'H + h t llt 
l 
J 
.... can see reat n s[·i.:lli ie"" J...r:. i.rci.vi1 1·1..,' r ·1 ii . r will 
be libran.· 11 j n 3. i"inP li~ 1rv ·:irnl 1v.1 11 have.. t t1' o l ot•trn, ty 
helpinp.- cllilc rc11 selec:t t" t•J.r real in matt ria.L . 
SUMivIAHY, CONCLUSIONS, A ·n RECOHMENDA TIONS 
Summary 
The purpose of this study was to measure the effectiveness of 
individualized readinr with a group of nine- and ten-year-old pupils. 
The study was carried out in the 1963 Fort Hays Kansas State Collere 
Summer Laboratory School. Ten student teachers observed and participated 
in the study. SubjPcts participating in the study were twenty-one nine-
and ten-year-old pupile enrolled in the Summer Laboratory School. 
Reading instruction designed to meet the needs of each pupil was 
provided in twenty fifty-1:linute periods extend: n,..,. over the -"ive- rneks 
summer session. This instruction was provided by irorkinv with the pupils 
individually, in small groups, and with the clrss &s a whole. The 
evaluation of the study was made on the basis of information obtained 
by standardized tests, questionnairE , and by observation. Standardized 
tests were adr, inistered to measure growth j'1 skills that hao. taken place 
during the period o~ instruction. 
Conclusions 
During the five-weeks study, which is app~oxim.ately 11 pPr cent 
of a total school year, 65 per cent of the pupils progrerned from one 
month to more than tourteen months. The mean ~ain or the class as a 
whole was 2.1+ months . The most gains were shown in retention, inter-
pretation and appreciation. The tests did not indicate measurable 
gains in organization. Gains on the whole, hm-1ever, do indicate that 
individualized reading throur.h its emphasis on a better understanding 
of the pupil and upon the nupil.s enjoyment of readm material.sis 
proviclin satisfactory learnin,; or the com::,rehersion skill.s. 
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}roHth ir. vocab 1la y t·ro"'l near j'" one m0r.th to ove,,. fo irteen 
months were attained ')y 40 y.ier ce:1t of the p pils. /ive st1.v ent1o she :ea 
·air:s or" nearly ten months to c,ver fourteen months. .'11e clasc; as a 
whole showed no improvement on the stA.ndara.ized tests in vocab 11.l:::.ry. 
Ini ti.::.l and l'ina.i averac:e scores ,;,rcre almost ider.ticsl. ':..1 t1e reason for 
this may nave been that s0TT1e ol' the chilcren consi ereu t,he rec:..c...i.n,.. c.s 
recreational. re'lcin • In the limited time avail2.ble for the st.udy tt1e 
concept tnat tnis wq_s readin,., 11as .1 ot understood. 'his conc:eri:, ~ouLJ. 
well ha~,e been e3~anlished hac. a lon er time been avail2 tile for the 
study. 
I- ore reports were iv':m, utilizmg ooth art 'L'1C.. dramatization. 
'l'hese reports helped the 'lupils brow in sel1"-ccn!'i1ence. To some 
extent the pupils were showin- increased reaturit'r i the se o~ lan;ua~e 
and in creative •.1.rritin.; 1;nen -:.l"'ey :::--resFmteli such ri:, 01•ts 11.:· "ed o~ tteir 
reaair~ interests. 
ooks read aurinf the st 1 dy totaF'CL Jb~ u n 1 mber v. uc! T'll".J.S "U1 
avera ;e o-f• seventeer books ner upil. '.:_'t:e c, il ren re'"'lortec.. tna1, the,1 
were ~p uin.) more ooolrn, er.j oym, rE:-aC. ir.g y ore, and ' "'l'" T ne ll rr 1" r 
more wi tt1 the irai vi ,ual.ized rPacir, 0 • apDroach. C''"e t)OOk::i ·w,re ce.:..r.r 
read ~nd n P1ils were i1:1c..ir1 ore interests. eacing habi. ts .J.Ld 
attitudes, particularly amon/ t11e s.1ower :r:eaCJ.ers, ;;e ,ar. ;,O imnrove. · .. s 
the pupil read easie-r sel.t-se.Leci:,ed matericil:::, be air cu ::.n confic. encP. 
and prorresseu 1rritt a feelin · 01 coTT1petence towarc... r::ore oi '1icL1J.t nd 
challenginf books. T' is 1,ms particularly evid1=mceo wher a pupil h1.d 
1·inished a 11 fa.tter" book. The pupi ls I evaluations and reactions were 
enthusiastic lllld clear in their ow minds as to why they liked tr.is 
a··)proach. 
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l any of the nu ils ±.'elt that they n.ad a bi ger '1'1rt ir. thi"' 
readina nro;:;ram &s the:r wr- re capa1"'1le anc cesronsib.Le for developinf some 
of their own approaches to lean1in:, . Ihe nupil lr d nu E:ti ;r1r1 aoout 
being able to kP.ep up with a group . Jroups were formed for a particular 
need and when th t need was served the f_;!'oup was Ctisoanded • 
.t;vider:ce of chm es in the pupils ' reauinc-; cttitudes and. habi ts 
a s incicated by the parents rere (1) the pu ils sePried :norP, interested 
in re&ding and 11ere usinr the librar•r more, 2 l n'1nils were readin_:: 
better , read.in.,; for in:t:.·ormation as well · s for entertain'rTJent, anc wer8 
shcwin;;; moi'e selectivity in their cl1 oice or books. ::iome Darents 1elt 
that this tyue or re.:::.c. in h ' m cle re.air in 1:,he clas T om more e11joy-
able and it would e a 1'ine i ea if t nis me of readir. col lC: e us d 
in the public scnools . 
lhE:' st1v.ent eachers were c..:i e enthusi.s.stic out this approach 
:md ei ght ol' the ten Jlanned to corebine L1c,i viuua.Llzea oadin ,.Jit.h 
the basal reader r la:r. in their c.Lassroor s . ... he mvest1 "~or i'C' t .~s 
t o oe a gratil'.,Tin ana enjcJ ble e.:periencP i'or '1P.r~e1.:· as well '1S or 
the nupils and stuoent teachers . .._'he telt tna v s .e h&.L 1'oui.d an ::ir, ro3.ch 
whicn ~11 prove hel' ·•Jl in ... eac in r ·aJ..'.r ore e .. :ficier tl T 3.na :--"·ovioe 
a more inter es l~in anc eii ecti ve 1ear·1 in e:xperience for + 1.e PL1pils . 
Hecommendations 
The 1·01lowin; recommendations are su1;rnested by tnis i.nvesti _,at,ion. 
1. 'l'hat classroom teachers move in the direction of more indi-
vidualization or" instructic~ , proceedir. · careru.lly and thoug11t1 lly 
alter a thorou: h stud)r of tt1e phi~osophy 01· the program anc oI· the 
proceuures involved. 
2. ':'Ii.at c10::-sr')om teachers usm,.,. the in iviciualizFd apnroacr. '"1 
re&uing should ham a th0rou, h knowledgt ot deve10°--ment,a1 rea<lir., skiJ.ls 
and should continuously check, t"'ach, anu reiriror,.,P t,nese sv-1..11s as 
needed. 
3. That classroom teachHrs see!<: 1ays ot .ie.L'Jinf~ :;:mpi Is bPCOtr"' 
aware or their Yocaoular;;r 11eecs 3.nd or ways or imorovi11 in this arPa. 
4. l'hat 1.urtt1Pr ~tudies be conuccteo in uLicn ir.btructior. is 
prov.:.deu for a lon ,er "T'e:::-iod of timP l!'d with •reater emrhafis upon 
the buil.din, of vo<'abu..LarJr ::-,1:ills. 
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APPENDIX A 
1X..lll 1.... O ,' PA , ..... J , 1 LETTER 
June 14, 1963 
ear Pc=' ·,mts: 
In our Summer Laboratory School, we are trying a different 
method in the teaching of reading. We are att8mpting what is 
!mown as the individual approach to teaching reading--in short 
Individualized Reading. 
We are all aware that reading is fundar.ientally an individual 
sldll and, as such, can best be learned irhen instruction most nearly 
meets the individual's needs. 
In addition to the conventional skills phase of the reading 
program, we hope to achieve additional desirable objectives. 
tJe hope to inspire the child to read ~ore books; to provide broader 
reading eAperiences; to instill in each one an appreciation of good 
literature; to develop a spirit of self-evaluation; and to enable the 
child to proceed at his own reading rate more satisfactorily. 
Self-selection in reading is just what the words imply. Each 
child selects a book from a wine variety o+' well-chosen reading 
material and reads the book at his own comfortable speed. 
We know that the wa;y to learn to read--is to read. Usually 
the more anyone reads the better reader he becom1:.s. A reader is a 
person who reads not only for inforwtion, but for the pure joy 
of reading. We feel that self-selection and individualized reading 
will contribute much to the total growth of children. 
We have a wide selection of books at the Sunnner Laboratory 
School, but we are encouraging the children to go to the public 
library as well. We want the children's use of the public li11r:eiry to 
become a habit. We would appreciate your cooperation in making it 








BARBE READING SKILIS CHECK LIST 
FIFTH LEVEL REA DING S KILISl 
(First Name) (Name of School) 
(Grade Placement) ( ~ame of Teacher) 
A. Word recognition of vocabulary in content areas 
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Social Studies-English-Arithmetic-Science-Miscellaneous 
B. Meaning of words 
1. Interpreting word meaninas 
2. Semantics 
3. Synonyms, antonyms, homonyr,R, heteronv!ns 
4. Knows abstract meanin s of words 
5. understands fi~urative and colorful expressions 
6. Understands colloquial speech 
II. Word Attack Skills: 
A. Phonics skills 
1. Syllabication 
a. Each syllable must contain a vowel and a single vowel 
can be a syllable. 
b. The root or rase word is a syllatle and is not divicled. 
c. Blends are not divided. (th str) 
d. Suffixes and prefixes ~re syllables. (dusty in come) 
e. If the vowel in a syllable is followed by b-Jo consonants, 
the syllable usually ends with the first consonant. 
f. If a vowel in a syllable is followed by only one con-
sonant, the syllable usually ends with a vowel. 
g. If a word ends in le, the consonant just before the 1 
bef;ins the l<1st syllable. 
h. When there is an r a:ter a vowel, the r goes with the 
vowel to make the 11er 11 sound. ( er ir ur) 
lwalter B. Barbe, Copyright 1960. 
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2. Vowel sounds (review lon[; and short sounds) 
a• When there is only one vm,el il" a •mrd o:c- syllable the 
vowel is short. 
b. When ther" are two vowels in a word or syllable, the 
first vowel is lone- and the second is silent. 
3. Accent. 
a. In a word of 2 or more syllabl,:,s., the first syllable is 
usually accented unless it is a prefix. 
B. Dictionary 
1. Alphabetization. 
a. Division into quarters and thirds. 
b. Classifyinv words by second, third, and fourth lettersw 
2. U s:ing a die tionary. 
a. tlecognize and lea1·n ab' reviated parts o.: speech as n.= 
noun; v.= verb; adj.= adjective; adv.= adverb. 
b. Learnin.g the preferr0 d pronunciation. 
3. Dse of f"Uide words. 
Li.. Syllabication and accent. 
,. Interpreting diacritical markinvs. (1:ottom o-" pa ·e) 
6. Interpreting key to prom..ncio.tions. (bo+tom o:: page) 
7. Interpreting phonetic re-spelli..11.r:::. 
8. Cross referenc s. 
9. Plurals-irregularo (deer, deer shelf, shelves) 
10. Comparative and superlative adjectives. (:many, nore, most) 
11. Change in accent and its e:fPct on prcnurciation and mcanin~ 
of words. (pre'sent, present') 
12. Secondary accent. 
13. Parts of a verb. Tenses-present and p2st. 
14. Adverbs derived from adjectives. ( ly endin2' as a clue or 
help.) 
C. Glossary 
1. Dictionary of words for 011.e particular book. 
2. Use guide words . 
3. rind meani...11. s to unders tc1 nd uha i is be i nr read. 
D. Context clues 
1. a.eview usinr context clues. 
2. Review associating ideas with words. 
3. Review associatinr ide"'s with charecters. 
I..;. Sentence structure. ( Tl,J oun, verb) 
5. In poetry . Rhythm scheme can sometimes help. 
III. Comprehension: 
A. Locating information 
1. Table of contents. 
a. r~amine tarlPs of contents of several books. 
b. List titles and have pupils use table o~ contents to 
locate pages. 
2 • Examine books to find : title page , pie ture s , key, fl,ide 
words, publisher, copyright year. 
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B. Reference materials 
1. The encyclopedia 
a. Topics arranged alphabetically 
b. Show meanin[ of characters on back of each volume. 
c. Compare dictionari0 s and enc,rclopedias for dif t,erences 
of materials. 
d. Pupils should know names of importa.nt children's 
encyclopedias. 
2. The atlas and maps. 
a. Examine atlas to find answers for questions on 
location, relative size, direction and distance. 
b. Use maps to explain latitude and longitude. 
Compare with known facts about streets and highways. 
3. Magazines and newspapers. Use to supply more recent 
information than textbook could contain. 
4. Knows proper use of dictionary. 
5. Time tables. 
a. ReadinP and interpreting. 
b. Following directions. 
6. Card catalogue. 
a. Explain that every book has its place on the shelf. 
b. Each class of books has its own call number. 
c. Examine cards. Author, title, subject 
d. Give practice in location of titles and call numbers. 
7. Usin~ a telephone book. 
8. Catalogues. 
C. Reading to organize. 
1. Outlining. Use roman numerals and letters. 
2. Establish a sequence. Pupils list sentences in order of 
event. 
3. Follow directions. 
4. Summarize. 
D. Note taking 
1. '<'rom reading 
2. From lectures 
E. Reading for appreciation 
1. To derive pleasure 
2. To form sensory impressions 
3. To develop imagery 
4. To understand characters 
a. physical appearance 
b. emotional make-up 
IV. Oral Reading: 
A. Recognize and pronounce words with speed and accuracy. 
B. Group words into meaningful phrases. 
c. Interpret marks of punctuation accurately. 
APPENDIX B (Continued) 
D. Re-express to an audience the meaning and feelinrs expressed 
by an author. 
E. Express emotion sj_ncerely. 
F. Read in a pleasant, well-modulated voice. 
G. Read with poise and self-confidence. 
H. Dramatize portions of the stor,v. 
I. 11 Televise 11 or ive radio version o" story incidents. 
J. Take part in a stage version of a story. 
K. Verify answers to questions. 
L. Interpret characterizations. 
M. Interpret word pictures. 
N. Interpret ·1 encral mood o-" text. e.g. h r1or-suspense. 
O. Interpret sensations iven by words. 
P. Interpret the o~·ganization of text. 
1. Mciin trio ,rht in the para£"r:::tph. 
2. Main events in sequence. 
3. Main heads and sub-heads in outline. 
4. Directions for carryinp out an activity. 
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APPENDIX C 
Ex:!UIPLE O 'T'7 CH::'RS I n..r.:coRnS 
(First Page) 
Pupil ' s Name _ _ ____________ Date of Birth _________ _ 





Address - - -· ____________ Te>lE'phonc ________ _ 
Intelligent quotient _________ NE'ntal Arr 
Readin~ t st results ______ _ ----------------- -
Diagnostic test results ____________ _ 
(Second Pare) 
Date of Conference _________ ______ _ 
Notationc::: 
1. Notes on oral and sil nt r ading 
2. ~ates on skLlls needed 
3. Vocabulary dif"' ~ul ties 
L. Interests 
5. •rotes about social 2nd emotional traits 
6. How pupil will share his book 
Books read: 
APPENDIX D 
EXAMPLE OF PUPILS 1 ~UES TIONNAIRES 
1. What kind of books were you interested in before you started this 
ld.nd of reading program? 
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----------------------
2. Are you interested in different kinds of books pow? --------
~Jhat new subject? -----------------------
T)o ~·01· think you are a bett,..,r reader since you star er this r ~r1 • r 
pro~ram? __________ _ --------------- -----
why? ____________ _ 
L.. Do you enjoy reaC:inr mo e now? ------
5. How Jone do you think the readi1f period srould be? 
\:hat time of th€' day 1rnulJ you like to ha V"e rer ding? _________ _ 
6. Are there cnourrh different kind', on books for yol to choose .-.,.,om 
in the ro0i.1? 
7. Do you like the way you have r0cn t& l ki""l to the te-acr,c r bv ~rour-
self rather than workinr with the teacher in a grouo as you <lid 
in the past? ___________________________ _ 
8. Do you like readinr by yourself better than yo' did rt ar'.:.nr, ,Jit,h 
a group? ________________ _ 
why? _________ _ -------------
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9 • What did you like about groups? ------------------
10. What did you dislike about groups? -----------------
11. Do you use the library more since you started this kind of readinp? 
12. A. Have you taken out a library card since startinf this kind of 
reading-? ___________________________ _ 
B. Did you have a library card before you started this kind of 
reading? ___________________________ _ 
13. Have your teacher's suggestions helped you i~prove your readinr? 
How? -------------------------------
14. Do you want to continue this kind of reading or woula you rather 
go back to the way of reading in groups? _____________ _ 
William E. Oser, 11A Critical Analysis o"" an Experiment in lndi idtalized 
Reading As Developed by an Educational ~onsultant and a Teaching 
Staff," Sacramento State College, Sacranento, Cali.:ornia, 1956. 
APPENDIX E 
DATA FROM PUPTI..S I QUE.s TIONNAIRES 
(I.) What kind of books were you interested in before you started 
this kind of reacing program? 
Pupil responses: 
1. All kinds 12. '<'act 
2. Animal, mystery, Indian 13. Saint stories 
3. Funny books (humorous) 14. Mystery 
4. Fun books 15. Cowboys 
5. Funny (humorous) 16. History 
6. Horses and animals 17. All kinds 
7. Dog stories 18. Animal 
8. ""'airy tales 19. Adventure 
9. Horses, comedy 20. Mystery, adventure 
10. Any kind 21. Airplanes, science 
11. Exciting, fun 
(II.) Are you interested in different kinds o~ books now? 
Pupil responses: yes - 16 no - 5 
1. Fun stories 9. Cats, dogs 
2. Baseball books 10. Mystery 
3. Pilgrim Stories 11. 4'-iction 
4. Mystery, animal 12. ii\u-i stories 
5. Indians 13. Bugs 
6. Animal 14. Sport5 
7. Mystery 15. I already liked all books. 
8. Horse 16. Mysteries 
APPENDDC E (Continued) 
(III.) Do you think you are a better reader since you started 
this reading program? Why? ------
yes - 15 111 do not lmow" - 3 
Responses o · pupils who ans1,1ered "yes 11 : 
1. 111 can read fatter books. 11 
2. 111 could read well be.fore I started the pro@'ram. 11 
J. "Because there were more interesting books. 11 
4. "I like to read. 11 
S. 111 read more." 
6. "I am readin 'lore than usual. 11 
7. 111 always read a lot. 11 
8. 111 read more. 11 
9. "The books are good. II 
10. "Because I like to r ;:id and I am reading more. II 
11. 11 I 1ve learned many new words. 11 
12. "I learned to use the dictiona1y • 11 
13. "I read more." 
14. "I read more. " 
15. "Because I 1 arnEd new words. II 
16. "It's easier to reRd. II 
17. 11Sound out words better." 
(IV.) Do you enjoy reading more now? 
yes - 18 no - 2 11A little" - 1 
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(V.) How lon~ do you think the reading period should be? ----
What time of day would you like to have reading? 
1. 3 hours 
2. 2 hours 
3. 1 hour 
4• all day 
5. 1 hour 
6. 1 hour 
7. all day 
8. 1 hour 
9. 30 minutes 
10. one-half hour 
11. 1 hour 
12. 2 hours 
13. 1 hour and 15 minutes 
14. as long as the teachers 
1.5. as long as they think 
16. M· hours in ·,;;inter 
17. 20-30 minutes 
18. half an hour 
19. 1 hour 
20. 2 hours 






















(VI.) Are there enough different kinds of books for you to 
choose from in the room? 
yes - 19 no - 2 
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(VII.) Do you like the way you have been talking to the teacher 
by yourself rather than 1,wrkin~ with the teacher in a rroup as you did 
in the past. 
yes - 19 no - 2 
(VIII.) Do you like reading by yourself better than you did 
reading with a f-"roup? _______ Why? 
Reading alone - 19 Reading with a group - 2 
1. 111 can't read out loud very well. 11 
2. "Because I can go faster." 
3. "Because I get more reading out of it." 
4. 11You find it more interE'sting. 11 
.5. "I like to read with a vroup. 11 
6. 11It is tiring waiting for your turn." 
7. "Other readers don I t read fast enough. 11 
8. 111 t is not fun to read in groups. 11 
9. 11Readinc· by yourself is more fun. 11 
10. 111 can read." 
11. 11So people can not hear me. 11 
12. "In a group I learn TJ1ore." 
13. "Because I can read as fast as I want to." 
14. "Because I have to wait." 
15. "Nol Because more to learn." 
16. 11 9ecause it takes too lon?•" 
17. ''1~e don't have to wait for the slow readers." 
18. "Because with a group it takeE> too long." 
19. "Read without stopping. 11 
APPENDIX r (Continued) 
20. "Because it's more fun. 11 
21. "I get nervous and lose my place." 
(IX.) 1That did you like about groups? 
1. 111\fo." 
2. "I can't think of anythinp I lik""d about p-roup work." 
3. 11NothinT. 11 
L. "You get a little interested. 11 
5. "Plays." 
6. "Company and drawing • 11 
7. "Nothing. 11 
8. "Pla:v inp: a part. 11 
9. "I didn't." 
10. 11 'I'alkin ·•" 
11. "You can help each other. 11 
12 • 11Y ou learn more • 11 
lJ. 11Nothing. 11 
Jli.. 111 don I t like anything about it. 11 
15. "Yo can ask more questions." 
16. 11Nothing. 11 
17. 11 ThcrE: aren I t so many. 11 
18. 11 I like to listen to others read." 
19. 11 I didn't like them." 
20. 111 read faster in a g-roup." 
21. 11 I don I t like working in f!roups. 11 
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(X.) wJhat did you dislike about roups? 
1. 11Everything. 11 
2. 11 I I mispronounced a word the kids laurhed at Me." 
3. 11 1 don 1 t ret to read enough. 11 
1. 11 You don't ret much interested. 11 
5. 111 would rather rFad in a11other book. 11 
6. "The heat. 11 
7. ,r e have to read too slon '' 
8. 111 like to read alone.•: 
9. 111 don't like to rp.,:id in the same book. n 
10. 11 Too hot. 11 
11. "It takes too lonf. 11 
12. 11Yol1 have to read as ~act, c.nd ..,low to keep up.'' 
13. "Reading workbooks • 11 
lLi. 111 had to wait. fl 
1.5. 111 would rather be alone." 
lfi. "Not a thine.:i 
17 . 11N othil1€;. 11 
18 . "You have to wait your turn." 
19. n~ad to wait so long before it was -n;y· t11r11 to read.fl 
20. "Read the s aJ!le book." 
21. 111 get nervous in groups. 11 
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(XI.) Do you use the library more sjn~P vou SGc"'i, d this kind of 
reading? 
yes - 14 no - 5 11A little moren 
11 1 don't know" 
.APPENDIX (Continued) 
(XII.) A. Have yot: talcn out a library care since starting 
this kind of reading? 
yes - 5 no - 16 
B. Jid you have a librcl. .. 7 card before you started this 
kind of reading? 
yes - 16 no - L "had one and lost it" - 1 
(XIII.) Have your teachers' suggestions helped you improve your 
reading? _____ How? 
yes - 17 "It has a little" - 1 "I do not know" - 1 
1. 
2. 11It has a little in -':.he prono·ncin &nd spellinf. 11 
3. 11YPs. 3y givin° book reports al'out them. 11 
l • 11Y.ss by readin~ a lot. 11 
5. 11Yes. Learn new words and how to make reports." 
6. 111 think so." 
7. 11Yes. Tellinf me what I shol ld read. 11 
8. "Yes. I read better out loud." 
9. "Yes. By l(:arninf new l'Ords. 11 
10. ,ry, s. Mom thinks so. 11 
11. 11Y6s. Helped ne .('ind my mistakes. 11 
12. 111 don't lmow. 11 
13. "Yes. If I forget something they help me remem'ter. 11 
ll.1 • "Yes. By reading out loud.'' 
15. "No. 11 
16. "Yes. 11 By helping. 11 
17. "Yes. I need to study meanine: of words.'' 
18. "Yes. New words. u 
APPENDJJC F 
EXJ\11PLE Q¼' P.Afil J'IS I l''tSTIOJ\Ti\TAIRES 
Dear Parents: 
You have previously received a letter concernin th study in 
individualized readinf with nine nd ten year olds in wl·ich your child 
is participating. Each child has been receiving his share of indi-
vidualiz6d instruction as reading is being taufht on an individual 
basis. Have you noticed anv chan e in vour child I s r ading hahi ts 
and pref Prences? T ould ou fill out this 1uestionnaire to the E'st 
of your lmowledge and return it by July 10th? Thank you. 
Very sincerely, 
1. Is your child reading more books than he did before attendinf tLe 
::iummer Laboratory School? ______ Less books'? ____ _ 
No difference? -------
2. havL you noticed any dif ~·Pr"'nce in his attitude toward readinr? 
If so, in what wa:r? ----------
3. ls your child reading ~ore on a voluntary b~sis tha~ e "o:;ce? 
lf. Does your child make use of ''1? public lib4ary? _______ _ 
5. Is he interested in sharine- his books and sto~·ies P·th other Fi. mbers 
of the 'amily? _______ _ 
If you have any comments not covered by the questionnaire, would you 
write them in this space? 
APPENDIX G 
DATA r.."'RON PA..RENTS I t,JUESTIONNATRES 
(I.) Is ;your child reading more books than he did. before 
attending Summer Laboratory School? ____ Les~ books? ____ 1o 
i 4'' r nee? 
}.ore - 7 Less -
(JI.) 'ia'7 E' you noticed an0 di ff Prence in his attitude touard 
:re n ? _____ If so, in what way? 
Yes 9 ·o - 5 o di+'ference - 3 
"She lmows what she has rE'ad and can tell the story a-"ter she 
has r "d it. 11 
"She has ah1ays read a lot and likf s to read. She is a P-Ood 
cead r. 11 
11Llhe is more willing to share sto"'i"'s; thuf" a ~reater interest 
in thf story. 11 
11 I h.::.1e noticed she is rE a ci n "1.O'"e for info ma tior1 as Trell as 
o rmte"'tainment. 11 
11She has always enjoyed rearl.ini:r but feels this h..,"' m?de scriool 
rP.adj !l class norE. enjoyable. 11 
11He enjoys it more." 
110eems to be somewhat more inter6sted. 11 
11.-Ie enjoys reading and is ea er to l!O to tre library." 
"He can read brtter and he reads more with interert. 11 
t1H sits down and seer1s to understand th~ star" better. 11 
11?ettP.r." 
APPENDIX G (Continued) 
"~e have noticed no pc1rticularly difference in his attitude toward 
reac"i.inr as it was positive previously. 11 
(III.) Is your child reading more on a voluntary basis than berore? 
Yrn - 10 •To - 5 "I think so 11 - 1 
(IV.) DoEs your child make use of the public library? 
Yes - 15 No - 1 Some - 1 
"Yes, hE: has acce s to three more libraries." 
"Some, as he has many books at home. 11 
11 ·0, as shE., has b en l'l'€tti11 books from the reading clinic." 
(V.) ls he interestPd in sharinr his bon1<s and stories with 
other nenbers of th8 fa~ily? 
11Not particularly unlfSS questioned. 11 
''Very much so. From time to ti"Tle he rie:1+1.ons wh·t hP rec1r' ~nd 
tions ncinJ thin s he h,s read. 11 
If yo1' have any comrne ts not covered bv the quE stior naire would 
ou •rite them in this spaca? 
110rchids to you all ( teacher and student teachers) buaus"' of 
Jim 1 5 impDovement in his re~ding. 11 
11 I think Gene's spvc ·n.d comprt::hension 1r,s improHd sorr.e, but 
readi11 is still c1 chore rather than pl csure so qr 9"' he i.s con ~Ted. 11 
11Dea Ann has always spent as much tirlE" P.,cr da ~E:adin~ • c:J.ic is 
able to squeeze in. 11 
11 1 would say his attit1..de toward re,ding has irrlproved. r-re hae: 
com to be ,:1.ore selective in his cboice of books. 11 
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11I am sure the Summer Laboratory School readinf' h~s helped. If 
it co.1ld be used in the public schools it would be wonderful. 11 
11Randy hc1 s enj oyf. d tis a:::hoolinp here in Hays. HP. hac: alT :i.ys 
liked to read since first grade. 11 
11She was very interes+ed jn doinr; thP p&rtorrimr- o.: the 'Jook., 
Cin~y. I feel th5 various m~thodc us~d in boo~s v~s o~ ~penial 
interest to her.rt 
"Thank yo so much for ~ivin 
readir. course. 11 
a most delirht+'ul SUITl.I'ler 
11Debra has enjoy· d her .Live wePks of school and I don't doubt 
+'or a minute that she h· sn' t r-:i,in d som'"' froir it. 11 
11 Pa ... -ricia en oyed +nr. '3umr· r J·horatory Jchool 
showed more interest il" reaC:-Ln·. 11 
